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“TELL THE TRUTH AND DON’T BE AFRAID” WWW.DENNEWS.COM
LIFE IN THE 1800s
A lecture given by Nora Pat Small described to listeners 
what Nathaniel Hawthorne, author of “The Scarlet Letter,” 
went through in his time.
SEE CAMPUS, PAGE 3
Eastern may 
receive $25 million
By Stephen Di Benedetto
Senior University Reporter
The House of Representatives in 
Springfield is mulling a capital bill that, 
if approved, would give Eastern $25 mil-
lion for a new steam plant.
Jeff Cooley, vice president for busi-
ness affairs, said $1.5 million to fund the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center equipment is 
also a part of the capital bill.
He added that, along with those two 
items, around $800,000 would go to 
capital renewal projects, such as replac-
ing a chiller or installing an elevator in 
McAfee Gymnasium.
Cooley said the university has needed 
a new steam plant for quite some time.
“It doesn’t have the glitz and glamour 
of a fine arts facility, but if we don’t have 
(the steam plant), we can’t heat or cool 
buildings,” Cooley said. “It’s mission-
critical we get that thing replaced.”
The Senate approved the capital bill 
Sept. 18. The total amount of the bill is 
$25 billion.
The money is projected to go to 
the Chicago Transit Authority, public 
schools and universities throughout Illi-
nois, and to the building and improv-
ing of roads and bridges.
The bill would be partly funded by 
revenue from three casinos in Illinois.
Cooley said the $25 million for the 
new steam plant project would not cov-
er the entire project. He added that the 
project is projected to cost around $60 
million.
Eastern hopes to finance the addi-
tional $35 million through a guaran-
teed performance contract called an 
ESCO project, he said.
An ESCO project is when the uni-
versity partners with a company, who 
would then replace the existing steam 
plant, Cooley said.
He added that the university has 
done several ESCO projects before.
SEE BILL, PAGE 5
If approved, state bill could bring funds to 
build a new on-campus steam plant
HARAssMENT?
PART TWO OF TWO | GAY DISCRIMINATION
Discrimination in campus bathrooms has led to 
a push toward more private dorm bathrooms
By Emily Zulz
Staff Reporter
Aiden Ethington has never lived on a 
college campus.
When she transferred to Eastern, the 
idea scared her and she worried what it 
would be like.
Ethington, senior political science 
major and president of EIU Pride, is gen-
derqueer, a transgender identity in which 
someone feels he or she either a mix of 
both male and female or gender neutral.
Pride is a registered student organi-
zation for lesbians, gay men, bisexuals, 
transgender people, and other alternative 
lifestyle individuals and their allies.
Ethington said she knows of many stu-
dents who have problems with taking 
showers. 
“The gay and lesbian kids have a hard 
time with it because if you go to the bath-
rooms or the shower, and people harass 
you,” Ethington said.
Dan Koteski, senior history and jour-
nalism major action director of Pride, said 
he has known quite a few Pride members 
who have been harassed in housing, espe-
cially freshmen who are generally relegat-
ed to Carman Hall.
“All of (Carman residents) are just out 
of high school,” Koteski said. “They’re 
sheltered. They don’t really know any bet-
ter. They’re not really exposed to others 
– to sexual minorities and that kind of 
thing.”
Ethington said people have been 
harassed just coming in and out of their 
room. 
“There’s people that have had, like, 
bulletin boards on their door defaced, 
like ‘fag’ or ‘dyke’ written on it,” Ething-
ton said. 
Ethington believes one way Eastern 
could improve is by adding a co-ed bath-
room somewhere.
“Then people who are gender variant, 
or even any LGBT (Lesbian, Gay, Bisex-
ual, Transgender) people, would feel com-
fortable in that bathroom because people 
aren’t going to look at you like you don’t 
belong in here,” Ethington said. 
SEE BATHROOMS, PAGE 2
RobbIe WRobleWskI | The DaIly easTeRn neWs
Marion Blumenthal Lazan, survivor of the Holocaust, holds the Star of David 
the Nazis made her wear while she was held at a concentration camp. Lazan 
spoke about her life and the Holocaust to an overflowing room at Wesley 
United Methodist Church on Thursday evening.
holocaust survivor 
tells her story 
PANTHERs TO FACE OVC RIVAL
Eastern will play Ohio Valley Conference rival Samford at 3 p.m. 
Friday at Lakeside Field. The Panthers are the sixth team in the 
Ohio Valley Conference standings.
SEE SPORTS, BACK PAGE
By Stacy Smith
Senior Verge Reporter
The only way she could keep her 
fingers and toes from getting frostbite 
was by urine.
She wore the same clothes, day after 
day.
She tripped over dead bodies and 
slept on firewood next to her mother 
each night.
Marion Blumenthal Lazan shared 
her story of surviving six and a half 
years in concentration camps through-
out Germany last night at Wesley Unit-
ed Methodist Church.
She said she remembers watching 
as the Germans tried to protect them-
selves by restricting Jews’ rights any 
way they could.
Jews were not allowed to use swim-
ming pools, attend public schools or 
go into stores. They all had a curfew at 
night.
SEE SURVIVOR, PAGE 2
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The Daily Eastern News blogs on 
topics ranging from sports to world 
politics to music and more. 
today's blog: Eugenia Jefferson on 
whether or not graduate school is 
the right choice to make.
Staff reporter Mike Mears sat down 
with goalkeeper Jenny Williams to 
learn more about her soccer career 
as well as some of the craziest 
things she’s heard from opposing 
fans.
For news from campus, the city of 
Charleston and Eastern athletics, 
dennews.com presents the Weekly 
News Roundup, featuring the vocal 
talents of WEIU’s John Twork.
grad school? jEnny williams wEEkly rounduP
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  THIS IS IT!    Nov. 5-9
LAST WEEK FOR SENIOR
PICTURES!!
     
    T
HIS WEEK:                                                
To Schedule: 
Log onto hj.ouryear.com
school code 1611 or call
1-800-687-9327
Times: Mon & Wed   10a.m-5p.m
Tues & Thurs  noon-8p.m
Friday  9a.m-4p.m
Locations: Nov 5-9 (Shelbyville Room)
Nov 9 afternoon (outside union bookstore)
Any questions? contact Trina at tlcattani@eiu.edu
Miller Lite Halloween costume 
Party
$100 for best female costume
$100 for best male costume
Party with the Miller Lite Girls
$2.00 Miller Lite bottles
Coors Light Halloween costume 
Party
$100 for best female costume
$100 for best male costume
Party with the Coors Light Girls
$2.00 Coors Light bottles
BATHROOMS, FROM PAGE 1
Mark Hudson, director of hous-
ing and dining services, also said one 
of the challenges Eastern has is a lot 
of shared bathroom facilities.
Hudson said housing services cur-
rently has a project in works starting 
this summer to allow for increased 
privacy in bathrooms. 
The project will start with the 
bathrooms in Douglas. 
Hudson said within the com-
mon space of the renovated bath-
rooms, there will be private bath-
rooms added.  
“You can go into your own bath-
room that has a shower and a toilet 
and a sink,” Hudson said. “And then 
you’d lock the door and then it’s your 
space to get ready in the morning.”
He said Douglas was a specific 
area where the bathrooms did not 
receive good evaluations, so renova-
tions will start there.
Bathrooms are not the only area 
of campus, however, that some Pride 
members feel need attention.
Koteski said bringing “project safe 
zone” back to campus would help 
LGBT students. 
Koteski said “project safe zone” 
brought expert educators to campus 
to speak to faculty about LGBT dis-
crimination. 
He said the lecture usually con-
cludes with an LGBT safe sticker 
handed out for faculty to put on 
their door.
“There’s really – there’s nowhere 
to go,” Ethington said. “We don’t 
have an LGBT resource center. I 
mean there’s really no resource for a 
student who feels like no one is help-
ing them.”
Koteski also said the LGBT stu-
dents should not shy away from ha-
rassment incidents. 
“I think another thing to under-
stand is that the LGBT commu-
nity also needs to stand up for them-
selves in the event that issues occur,” 
Koteski said.  
Hudson said there is zero toler-
ance for harassment. 
“A student has a right to live in 
our environments and do so in a 
way that they enjoy that experience,” 
Hudson said. “And if other students 
take away from that enjoyment then 
they’re going to be held accountable 
for that.”
Hudson said housing supports 
the right to have a different opinion 
but not the right to make people feel 
uncomfortable.
“You, for example, can, not nec-
essarily be supportive of gay rights, 
or whatever, but that doesn’t mean 
that if someone is gay you can act 
out against them and make them 
feel uncomfortable,” Hudson said.
SURVIVOR, FROM PAGE 1
When Lazan was 4 years old, she 
and her family were forced to leave 
their home in Hoya, Germany, and 
move to the nearest large town, 
Hannover.
On Nov. 9, 1938, the Nazis be-
gan destroying synagogues, Jewish 
books and stores.
Lazan’s father was taken to a 
concentration camp in Buchenwald 
but was shortly released after show-
ing proof of immigration.
When the Nazis invaded Hol-
land, Lazan knew her family was 
trapped.
In Febuary 1944, they were ex-
changed for Germans and were 
moved by a cattle-car to a concen-
tration camp in Bergen-Belsen.
The prisoners were pulled out, 
one-by-one, waiting to be released.
The Germans went down the 
list, calling about 200 people to be 
exchanged; however, Lazan and her 
family were not called.
Her father stepped forward and 
asked a head guard if their name 
had been missed.
His family then watched him get 
brutally beaten for questioning the 
Germans, and they were forced to 
go back to Bergen-Belsen.
Lazan said all she could do was 
keep faith that her family would 
stay alive.
The prisoners were deprived 
from food and water and forced to 
stand all day. People were dying ev-
ery day from lice, disease and dys-
entery.
In order to pass the time, Lazan 
played imaginary games.
One of her games involved four 
pebbles.
She decided if she found four peb-
bles the same size and shape – repre-
senting her mother, father, brother 
and her – they would all survive.
Lazan searched many days for the 
pebbles that she would keep with 
her, and if she lost one, she would 
find another.
“I cheated sometimes, but it was 
OK,” she said. “It was my game. I 
made it up, and it worked for me.” 
In April 1945, Lazan’s mother 
found a way to make soup in their 
bunk bed.
The Nazis gave a surprise inspec-
tion, scrambling around to hide 
the evidence of the soup. The soup 
spilled on Lazan’s leg and scorched 
it. Because of self-discipline, she 
didn’t say a word.
“We lost the soup that night, but 
not our lives,” Lazan said.
In 1945, Soviet troops entered 
the concentration camps, liberating 
survivors.
Six months after being freed from 
the prison camps, Lazan’s father died 
of typhus, a highly contagious dis-
ease caused by lice.
After being liberated and receiv-
ing medical attention, Lazan was 
eventually relocated to Peoria, where 
she graduated high school after 
learning what she missed during her 
time at the concentration camps.
Muriel Everton, a communication 
studies professor, went to Lazan’s lec-
ture after seeing her documentary, 
“Marium’s Triumph: Surviving His-
tory’s Nightmare,” on PBS.
“Anybody who can go through 
that and share it with other people is 
just amazing,” she said. “It gives us a 
view of a different place in time by 
someone who lived it.”
Eddie Barnes, a junior sports 
management major, said he was glad 
he went, even though it was a re-
quirement for one of his classes.
“Her story is like a shot at your 
heart,” he said. “It takes a very 
strong-hearted person to go and tell 
her story to so many people.”
Housing plans private facilities
Her family 
stayed 
together 
through it
campus briefs
Comments, CorreCtions, or 
events
To report any errors, local events 
or general suggestions for future 
editions please contact our news 
editor, Hayley Clark, via: 
Phone | 581-7942  
e-mail | Dennewsdesk@gmail.
com 
office visit | 1811 Buzzard Hall
toDAY
“the Laramie Project”
time | 7:30 p.m.
Location | Tarble Arts Center
on campus 
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navajo women to 
discuss loss of culture
In celebration of Native 
American History month, the 
School of Family and Consumer 
Sciences Diversity Committee is 
sponsoring a presentation titled 
“The Navajo Way” today from 11-
12 p.m at Tarble Arts Center. 
Three generations of Navajo 
women from the Grand Canyon 
Navajo Reservation will discuss 
the issues of keeping their 
traditions and customs alive in 
the modern world. They will also 
discuss aspects of their culture 
like Navajo food, textiles, and 
housing.
Additionally, Navajo jewelry 
and textiles will be sold before 
and after the presentation in the 
Atrium. 
-Erin Matheny, Staff Reporter
microsoft Access 
workshop continues
The second MS Access 
workshop will be held from 
9-11 a.m. today in Mary J. Booth 
Library Room 4450. 
The workshop is open to any 
who attended the first workshop 
on tables or to any with slight 
knowledge of MS Access. 
This workshop will teach 
attendees how to create queries 
in the program, as well as how to 
create and edit queries in design 
view. 
For more information call 581-
6061.
Foreign food choices 
available this weekend
Food from around the world 
will be offered at the Taste of the 
World Saturday from 2-5 p.m. at 
the University Baptist Church. 
The event is sponsored by the 
Association of International 
Students and everyone is 
welcome. Arabic, Indian, German, 
Russian, Chinese, Japanese and 
African food choices will be 
available. 
Admission is free, but a $3 
donation is suggested. 
Items from around the world 
will also be available for purchase. 
The church is located at 1505 
7th St. 
For more information call 581-
7487.
-Hayley Clark, News Editor
RHA helping to clean Charleston
By Jordan Crook
RHA Reporter
Kelly Canning wants to 
help improve Charleston.
At Thursday night’s Resi-
dence Hall Association meet-
ing in Pemberton Hall, the 
sophomore elementary edu-
cation major asked members 
to participate in the “One 
College, One Communi-
ty,” or Panther Service Day, 
program from 10 a.m. to 4 
p.m. Saturday, to show the 
group’s appreciation of the 
Charleston community.
“Everybody in this room 
represents RHA, so it’d be 
great if we could all partici-
pate,” she said.
Canning, interim liaison 
between RHA and “One 
College, One Community,” 
said the program’s partici-
pants walk around Charles-
ton with garbage bags to 
pick up trash strewn about 
town.
Students interested in 
participating with the pro-
gram should meet in front of 
Old Main Saturday morning 
to sign up. 
She passed around a sign-
up sheet for the program 
during the meeting, but 
only had a few members vol-
unteer their time in writing. 
Canning said the lack of stu-
dent interest was likely due 
to the late notification on 
her part.
Canning said there was 
some confusion when it 
came to informing RHA 
members about the program 
but said she hoped members 
would still participate, even 
if they did not sign up last 
night.
“It’s a great way for peo-
ple to get involved in the 
community,” Canning said.
RHA President Jarrod 
Scherle is one of these peo-
ple.
Scherle said he will walk 
around town with other vol-
unteers for most of the day 
to help clean up.
“I think it’s a great idea,” 
he said.
Scherle said this is his 
first time participating in the 
program but said he thinks 
it will be worth the effort.
Scherle said he knows 
other student organizations 
have been pushing members 
to participate, and he hopes 
his and Cannings’ encour-
agement will spark RHA 
members’ interest.
“I’d like to see RHA get 
more involved in it,” he said.
RHA will also be repre-
sented by its Community 
Service committee which is 
headed by junior psychology 
major Corryn Moorman.
Moorman said the com-
mittee’s involvement is a way 
to show it cares about more 
than just community service 
on campus.
“It shows we care about 
how the whole community 
looks,” she said.
Moorman took part in 
the program last year and 
said she enjoyed helping the 
city.
“It just feels good to 
know where you live is a bet-
ter place,” Moorman said.
The RHA Communi-
ty Service committee is also 
working on a food drive for 
the Mattoon Salvation Army 
through November and will 
host a blood drive Nov. 13.
Participants in the 
program will pick 
up trash Saturday
KARLA BROWNING | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Kelly Canning, interim liaison between RHA and “One College, One Community,” talks 
Thursday night at the Residence Hall Association meeting in Pemberton Hall about 
how the organization will clean Charleston from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Saturday.
Literary pioneer discussed
By Ashley mefford
Activities Reporter
Nathaniel Hawthorne was born 
when the U.S. Constitution was 15 
years old.  
Hawthorne was featured in a lec-
ture given by Nora Pat Small of the 
history department.  The lecture 
was titled “Sketches of Place:  Haw-
thorne’s New England.”  Small’s lec-
ture started the 18th annual EIU 
Literary Conference.  
Hawthorne moved to New Eng-
land when he was young. 
“Hawthorne’s youth was when 
classic New England towns were just 
taking shape,” Small said.
New Englanders did not leave 
much land untouched, she said.  
New England was beginning to 
become more commercial.
“There were local economies and 
general stores located in the village 
center,” Small said.
From around 1790 to 1830, New 
England built cultural institutions in 
a highly literate reform society.  
“As Hawthorne came of age, New 
England was changing. Manufactur-
ing was expanding,” Small said.
Local manufacturers and farmers 
collaborated on projects involving 
textile mills and establishments.  
A way to get goods to the mar-
ket needed to be established.  Man-
ufactures would charge farmers who 
would use turnpikes.  
This was the start of a new idea 
for New England.  Farmers had to 
turn to hired hands and then turned 
to cash to pay them with.
The idea behind this was not 
accepted by all, mostly because of 
the way things used to be in New 
England.
Reformers thought farmers were 
producers and should not turn to 
hired hands.  
“New England was becoming a 
consumer economy,” Small said.
Around the time of the booming 
New England society, Hawthorne 
quit his job at the Boston Cus-
tom House and went instead to the 
Brook Farm.
By this time, New England had 
really changed.
“Status was considered not by 
family lines, but by what people 
had,” Small said.  “Improvement was 
the order of the day.”  
The importance of a built envi-
ronment was obvious with New 
England.
“New England built a new repub-
lic with classic origins of thought 
and republic,” Small said.  “Luxury 
used to be avoided before.”
An example of this was houses 
were built all along the eastern sea-
board. 
In September 1845, Hawthorne 
moved back to Salem and took a job 
as surveyor of customs.  
Salem was not the same as when 
Hawthorne was young and lived 
there.  
“There was a lack of picturesque,” 
Small said.  
Susie Lafary, English professor, 
enjoyed Small’s lecture. “I am going 
to teach a class on The Scarlet Let-
ter in the spring,” Lafary said.  “This 
lecture was a way to get some more 
exciting ideas for my students.  It 
also tied into what I already knew.”
Nathaniel Hawthorne, 
New England highlight 
conference
KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Students and faculty listen to history professor Nora Pat Small’s presentation titled “Sketches of Place: Haw-
thorne’s New England.” The presentation opened up the 18th Annual Literature Conference for Teachers and 
Lovers of Good Books, which will go through Friday, Oct. 26.
A search for a Director of Athletics has 
picked up with the appointment of the 15-
member search advisory committee.
Replacing Rich McDuffie is an important 
task – one that should not be taken lightly.
The school needs a new athletic director 
as soon as possible so the interim Director of 
Athletics can return to his original duties.
Currently, Ken Baker is acting as interim 
director. Baker was the director of campus 
recreation. Baker has been praised for his 
work so far as the interim Director of Ath-
letics and is well liked within the athletic de-
partment.  Baker has attended most home 
sporting events, 
has spoken to the 
Board of Trust-
ees on behalf of the 
athletic department 
and has  attended 
Student Athlete 
Advisory Commit-
tee events. Baker is doing a tremendous job 
as interim Director of Athletics and is more 
than qualified to run the athletic department 
full time.
However, in August, Baker said: 
“I have no personal agenda in mind. I 
have no plans to apply.” 
Therefore, the committee needs to find a 
candidate that cares just as much about the 
Eastern athletic department as Baker does 
and can lead the department into a new era. 
To find a new Director of Athletics that 
will meet the campus’ expectations, a good 
search committee is needed.
The makeup of the committee members 
was intelligent and appropriate.
The group has seven women and eight 
men, as close to even as you can get with an 
odd number. Only five are from either the 
athletic department or related organizations. 
Under normal situations, it would be pref-
erable to have more members from athletics 
involved. 
But these are hardly normal situations. 
The former leader of the department had 
sexual harassement allegations levied at him 
before his removal. 
It should be noted three of the five athlet-
ics-related members are women. This shows 
that the athletic department is taking steps to 
ensure the women in the department are rep-
resented during the search process.
The chair of 
the committee 
is Mary Anne 
Hanner, dean 
of the college of 
sciences. 
This was also 
a wise choice 
considering she is one of two female deans. 
Her status as a dean lends an appropriate 
respectability to the committee. 
Currently, the board has not declared 
what qualifications it is looking for in a new 
director – something it must plan to develop.
We hope the board looks for real qualifica-
tions like leadership abilities, experience and 
intelligence. We also hope the committee re-
members the problems the department faced 
in the past and looks for a Director of Ath-
letics the athletic department can look too in 
times of turmoil and accomplishment.
The committee plans to meet during the 
month of October. That only gives the group 
three days, which seems unlikely, because no 
meeting date has been announced.  To get a 
late start bodes ill for the rest of the search.
The committee needs to take the search 
seriously but work expeditiously in order 
to find a permanent replacement for Rich 
McDuffie and move the athletic department 
forward from a dark part of its history. 
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Opinions Editor 
Graham Milldrum A time of fear 
and terror
EDITORIAL POLICY
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Halloween is almost upon us. Soon 
guys will be dressing up in bad jokes 
disguised as costumes, and the women 
will be wearing outfits that would make a 
nun cry. But – most important of all – the 
children around America will be filling 
their bags with delicious goodies that will 
rot their teeth out of their very gums. 
That is, of course, unless they have 
parents who have bought into the whole 
“poisoned Halloween candy” myth. 
The myth comes up every Halloween, 
making parents quiver in fear as their 
kids go trick-or-treating, thinking their 
children will bite into a candy apple with 
a blade in the center or eat a Snickers bar 
laced with drugs. 
So here are the facts: Yes, there have 
been Halloween poisonings in the past. 
However, there is no evidence that a kid 
has been poisoned randomly by a stranger 
while out trick-or-treating. Actually, 
in most instances, the parents do the 
poisoning, like we saw in the 1970s. 
In October 1974, 8-year-old Timothy 
Mark O’Bryan died from eating a 
cyanide-laced Pixie Stix. However, the 
Pixie Stix was not poisoned by a crazy 
madman; it was done purposely by 
Timothy’s father, Ronald Clark O’Bryan. 
O’Bryan also poisoned the Pixie Stix of 
his daughter and three other children to 
make it appear that this was the work of a 
crazed individual. 
A similar story happened in 1970, 
when 5-year-old Kevin Toston lapsed 
into a coma and died four days later from 
a heroin overdose. Investigation later 
showed Toston’s Halloween candy was 
sprinkled with heroin. 
The media reported the story as an 
urban legend come true. Unfortunately, 
when the truth broke, it was not nearly as 
publicized as the initial story.   
What really happened was the boy 
discovered his uncle’s heroin stash and 
poisoned himself. When the family 
discovered this, they sprinkled the boy’s 
candy with heroin to protect the uncle. 
So, what have we learned from this? 
Apparently, what children really need to 
fear are their families – not some insane 
individuals who gets their kicks from 
poisoning kids. 
Or maybe we need to stop letting 
irrational fears haunt us. It is no secret 
that many parents are overprotective of 
their kids, and I think this is doing more 
harm than good for children. 
If children are over-sheltered and 
protected from everything, they will never 
learn to take care of themselves. When I 
was growing up, our playgrounds were 
great. The jungle gyms were wooden, 
and the slides were made out of metal. 
I skinned my knees, and I can’t even 
remember how many splinters my mom 
had to jam out with a needle. 
But now whenever I see a playground, 
it is 100 percent plastic and 100 percent 
boring. 
We need to stop letting fear control 
our lives, whether it is about terrorism, 
child molesters or Halloween killers. 
So, kids, this Halloween; devour candy 
to your hearts’ content. And if anyone 
tries to give you an apple or sugar-free 
gum, just throw it away. Those are the real 
sickos. 
STAFF EDITORIAL
DRAWN FROM THE NEWS | DYLAN POLK
Search for AD should not be 
taken lightly by committee 
“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”
MICHAEL PETERSON
“The athletic department cannot function well with its 
leadership upturned.”
Michael Peterson is a senior 
journalism major and the city editor.
Letters to the editor can be 
submitted at any time on any topic to 
the Opinions Editor to be published in 
the Daily Eastern News. 
The Daily Eastern News’ policy is 
to run all letters that are not libelous or 
potentially harmful. They must be less 
than 250 words. 
Letters to the editor can be brought 
in with identification to the DEN 
at 1811 Buzzard Hall or submitted 
electronically from the author’s EIU 
e-mail address to DENopinions@gmail.
com.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The Daily Eastern News has a 
Tuesday spot open for anyone in the 
Eastern community to submit a  
bi-weekly column. 
For more information contact 
Graham Milldrum, the Opinions 
Editor, at 581-7942 or at 
DENopinions@gmail.com.
COLUMNISTS NEEDED
“LET’S GIVE THEM  
SOMETHING TO TALK 
ABOUT”
What are your plans for 
Halloween?
 To submit your opinion on this 
week’s topic, bring it in with identifi-
cation to the DEN at 1811 Buzzard 
Hall or submit it electronically from 
the author’s EIU e-mail address to 
DENopinions@gmail.com by 4 p.m. 
today.
CONTINUE THE DEBATE 
ONLINE
• Extended letters
• Forums for all content
www.dennews.com
D
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NEW UPSCALE STUDENT RENTAL HOUSING
COMMUNITY NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2006!
Model unit now available for viewing across the street from
Old Main at 1405 Sixth St. near EIU campus in Charleston
GRAND OPENING SPECIAL!!!: 52 TV WITH
HOME THEATER SURROUND SOUND Limited Time Offer
www.universityvillagehousing.com
Be the first to pick your home site location!!!
NOW LEASING!!! 217.345.1400
345-14 0
Now Leasing for Spring 2008 and Fall 2008
1, 2, 3, & 4 Bedroom Units
Apply online today at 
www.universityillagehousing.com
NO
W
SH
OW
ING
Call for an 
Appt. Today!
We are raising the bar in student housing at EIU
Free P
arking
Free S
huttle 
Servic
e
New co
nstruc
tion
Huge Yards(we maintain)Furniture/Utilities Included!
GreatPricing
HEARTBREAK KID (R) 
DAILY 7:00 FRI SAT 9:30 SAT SUN MAT 2:15 
HALLOWEEN (R) 
DAILY 6:45 FRI SAT 9:15 SAT SUN MAT 2:00
SAW 4 (R) ON TWO SCREENS 3:30  4:20  6:15  
7:00  8:45  9:30 SAT SUN MAT 1:00  1:50
DAN IN REAL LIFE (PG 13) 4:40  7:20  9:45 SAT 
SUN MAT 2:00
ACROSS THE UNIVERSE (PG 13) 5:15  8:15 SAT 
SUN MAT 2:20
30 DAYS OF NIGHT (R) 4:00  6:40  9:20 SAT SUN 
MAT 1:20
THE COMEBACKS (PG 13) 5:00  7:45  10:00 SAT 
SUN MAT 2:30
GONE BABY GONE (R) 4:30  7:10  9:50 SAT SUN 
MAT 1:40
MICHAEL CLAYTON (R) 4:10  6:50  9:40 SAT SUN 
MAT 1:30
WE OWN THE NIGHT (R) 4:50  7:30  10:10 SAT 
SUN MAT 2:10
THE GAME PLAN (PG) 3:45  6:30  9:00 SAT SUN 
MAT 1:10
SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 26-NOV 1
SHOWTIMES FOR OCT 26-NOV 1
Old 
records
CROSS COUNTY MALL
antiques
craftscandyt-shirts
sports
cards
FLEA MARKET
M a r c h  2 3 r d,  2 4 t h,  2 5 t h
NASCAR
CROSS COUNTY MALL is Conveniently Located at 700 Broadway 
East- Mattoon with easy access from I-57 on Route 16- 
Exit West to 3rd Stop Light- North Side
Incense
Wanted:
The DEN Advertising Staff 
is looking a new 
DESIGNER!
Must have experince with:
  *Adobe InDesign
*Designing Ads
 *Adobe Acrobat
Come to the Student 
Publications Office to fill out 
an application today!
(on the bottom floor of 
Buzzard Hall)
Have any interesting news tips? 
Please let our reporters know...
Call: 581-7942
By Stephanie Wendt
Staff Reporter
Even though Charleston will have 13 pizza 
places after Papa Murphy’s and Villa Pizza come 
to town in the next few months, other Charles-
ton pizzeria owners say the new arrivals are wel-
come.  
Papa Murphy’s will be located at 413 Lincoln 
Ave. in the new Griffin Plaza.  
Lindsi Miller, corporate communications 
manager for Papa Murphy’s, said the store will 
open their store in early January.  
“Papa Murphy’s is a very different concept 
than the traditional pizza company,” Miller 
said.  “We do take-and-bake pizza, so the piz-
za that the customers bring home to their fam-
ily is unbaked.  We allow them to bake it right 
there in their own oven so they can have it when 
it’s ready.” 
Miller compared Papa Murphy’s interior to a 
sub line.
“The pizzas move down the line as toppings 
are put on it,” Miller said. “Papa Murphy’s piz-
za is fairly inexpensive compared to pre-made 
and pre-cooked pizzas. We don’t have ovens in 
our store, so we don’t have to add the cost to the 
pizza to pay for those ovens.” 
Villa Pizza, which originated in Mattoon, is 
also expanding to Charleston. 
Jonathan Arena, owner of Villa Pizza, said 
the new store would be called Big Tony’s. It will 
be opening sometime in November in place of 
the former Blimpie’s restaurant.  
Paul Pagliai, owner of Pagliai’s Pizza, said 
even though Charleston will have two more piz-
zerias, business will be fine.  
“Over the years, different places have come 
and gone, but I think people are eating out 
more now, so they can probably absorb the busi-
ness and everything will be fine,” Pagliai said.  
Traci Boksa, owner of Boxa Pizza, agrees.
“Competition is always good,” she said. 
“That’s what keeps business going. I think we 
have a lot of pizza places in town, but there are 
also a lot of college students in town, and that is 
the main food. The more the merrier.” 
Boksa said she doesn’t think franchises threat-
en independent owners like herself and Pagliai.  
“Any new business coming into Charleston 
is always welcome, in my opinion,” Boksa said. 
“It’s always good to have new places and new 
ideas and more options for the students and for 
the community.”
Two new pizza places 
to open in Charleston
President Perry lobbied for bill
The company in charge 
of replacing the existing 
steam plant would install 
co-generation capabilities, 
which would allow Eastern 
to produce its own electrici-
ty, Cooley said.
He said the universi-
ty pays Ameren and Mid-
American Energy about 
$2.3 to $2.5 million a year 
for electricity on campus.
With the ability to inde-
pendently produce electrici-
ty, the university would take 
that money and use it to pay 
debt service, Cooley said.
The benefit to entering 
into an ESCO project, he 
said, is the company guar-
antees the university it will 
have enough savings to pay 
for the new steam plant over 
a 20-year period.
“We’re not going to have 
to increase student fees; we 
don’t have to go back to the 
state asking for more mon-
ey; and we don’t have to take 
money from other areas of 
the university,” Cooley said.
He added that the Cam-
pus Master Plan has the new 
steam plant located to the 
east side of Greek Court.
“Our current plant is 
right in the core of campus. 
We got coal trucks com-
ing in to deliver coal, and 
it really isn’t pedestrian-
friendly,” Cooley said. “(The 
new steam plant) would be 
moved out to the perimeter 
of campus, where vehicu-
lar traffic is not as problem-
atic.”
If the House approves the 
bill, it will be the first time 
Eastern has received capi-
tal money since 2002, when 
the last allocation for Doud-
na equipment was approved, 
Cooley said.
“There is a differ-
ence between a want and 
a need,” Cooley said. “We 
want (these dollars), but it is 
beyond that. We need these 
dollars.”
He said no construction 
bids have been issued for the 
steam plant project. There 
is no word from Springfield 
when the House will vote 
on the bill, Cooley said.
President Bill Perry met 
with representatives and 
senators in Springfield on 
Oct. 3 to discuss the capital 
bill and the importance of 
the $25 million to Eastern’s 
infrastructure.
“I think we made an 
impact,” Perry said of the 
meeting.
He said he discussed gen-
eral issues regarding higher 
education and funding for 
operations, too.
“I’m convinced a lot 
of people know why our 
request is in there and how 
important it is,” Perry said.
He said the new steam 
plant would generate tre-
mendous cost avoidance.
“Every dollar we can 
avoid spending in the future 
is a dollar we don’t have to 
ask the students to pay,” 
Perry said. “That is our 
approach here.”
bill, FROM PAGE 1
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Check out our newly redesigned 
website with slideshows, podcasts,
 and stories @ dennews.com
Tues, Oct 30
Sponsored By the American Marketing Association
10-29-07
$2.00 PBR
$2.50 Captain, 
Admiral & Sailor 
Jerry
Band~The Fuz
Halloween 
Costume
Party!!!!!
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Y
$2.00 Coors
$2.50 Jack & SoCo
Band~Minus Six
     Corner of 5th and Van Buren
                345-2380
Advertise 
today
call: 581-2816
NFL 
Sunday 
Ticket
Friday
Saturday
SundaySunday
Sunday
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ay
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$175 Domestic Bottles
$250 Captain & Bacardi mixers
Live music w/ J velinas
$2.50 U-Call-It
Premium Bottles and Drafts
All Call Drinks
Halloween Party w/costume contest
$100 First Place   $50 Second Place
Live music w/ Jet Black Cadillac
$.75 Coors Light Pints
$150 Rail Mixers
$300 Coors Light Pitchers
Open @ 11:45 AM
NFL Sunday Ticket
KEVIN KENEALY | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
doug diBianco, professor from the music department, talks about his 
struggles being gay and the effects on his family life at an eiU Pride 
panel discussion thursday night in the seventh street Underground. the  
panel included diBianco and english professor lynanne Page.
Panel opens up about being gay
EIU Pride member 
also talks about being 
raised by gay parent
By Kevin Kenealy
Pounce Editor
Doug DiBianco didn’t find out 
that his wife was gay until she was in 
her 40s. 
DiBianco talked about being gay 
himself and how it impacts family 
life in an EIU Pride panel discussion 
Thursday night at the Seventh Street 
Underground.
The die-hard Boston Red Sox fan 
and adviser to EIU Pride missed the 
World Series to speak alongside 17-
year-old first-time member Jen Far-
kas and English instructor Lynanne 
Page. 
“I told her (my wife) I was gay; 
I didn’t want to hide that,” DiBian-
co said. “But she didn’t come out 
to herself until she was in her 40s. 
Eventually, we split up for about six 
years, and then we got back together 
again, and we were just happy to live 
together. And we’re good friends.”
DiBianco says he is still in love 
with his wife. 
“It seems that you fall in love with 
a person, not a gender,” he said.
DiBianco said having gay parents 
could make one more open-minded. 
Page, also a gay parent, expanded 
the answer on how to coach a child 
to have an open mind about homo-
sexuality.
“I think their parents’ coach-
ing depends on how open they are 
to being out,” Page said. “So if I’m 
out to my friends, and I’m out to my 
family, and I’m out to everyone that 
asks me, she’ll see I’m comfortable 
with that, and she’s going to see how 
people react to it.”
Farkas, child of a lesbian parent, 
said she struggled with accepting 
that her mother was a lesbian, main-
ly because she grew up Christian.
Farkas came to accept her moth-
er’s orientation. She said her mom 
wants her to be happy and has never 
tried to raise her a certain way.
What has changed for Far-
kas, however, has been the church 
she attends. While still attending 
a Lutheran church, she decided to 
attend a church that accepts her and 
her mom.
“They may not agree with it, but 
they don’t close the doors to me, 
and they don’t close their doors to 
my mom,” Farkas said of their new 
church. 
Page had similar struggles when 
she came out, but hers dealt with 
acceptance by her family. 
“’I’m so disappointed for you; I’m 
so disappointed for you; I’m so dis-
appointed for you,’” Page said her 
sister said to her after she found out 
Page was gay. 
Improvement has been made in 
society. DiBianco said while growing 
up in the 1950s and 60s, one could 
not even admit being gay to oneself. 
Now, hotlines and discussions are 
available for support.
“I used to tell my classes that 
a third of the population was left 
handed; a tenth of the population 
was black; and a tenth of the pop-
ulation was gay. And I used to tell 
them I’m a member of one of those 
minority groups and I’m right-hand-
ed,” DiBianco said as the audience 
laughed. 
DiBianco says he now tells stu-
dents up-front that he is gay.
“I’m gay, and if you have a prob-
lem with that, don’t take this class,” 
he said.
Staff supervisors get a 
moral education
By Kyle Piurek
Staff Reporter
From making personal copies at 
work to lying about weight on driver 
licenses, people are faced with ethi-
cal decisions each day.
Sandy Bowman helped answer 
questions and educate staff super-
visors on ethics Thursday morning. 
This is the second year the Lead-
ing Edge program offered the ethics 
module. 
“Supervisors can make a differ-
ence on how employees act ethical-
ly,” Bowman said. 
The ethics training helps address 
issues that supervisors encounter dai-
ly. During the training, the staff was 
divided into groups and given differ-
ent scenarios that occur in the work-
place. 
Participants were asked to put 
them in order by how ethical each 
situation was.  Some issues were sim-
ple scenarios, such as making a per-
sonal phone call while on the clock. 
“We have ethical violations 
because we make decisions based 
on our own morals, and (we) justi-
fy what we do by telling ourselves, 
‘Other people do it, too,’” Bowman 
said. 
Bowman said many people look 
at ethics as a set of rules. 
“We have become immune to 
unethical behavior. If we don’t say 
anything now, then the problem will 
get worse,” Bowman said. 
One way Bowman explained how 
to help employees follow ethics was 
leading by example.  
Bowman also taught participants 
that supervisors need to enforce eth-
ics fairly and not just educate their 
employees. She said if a supervisor is 
going to discipline one person, then 
he or she has to discipline the oth-
er as well. 
“Most decisions are made by per-
ception. Is it someone you like? Or 
someone you dislike?” Bowman 
said. 
Although Eastern does not have a 
code of ethics, other universities are 
beginning to set up such codes. 
Bowman said she wants people 
to understand that supervisors can 
make a difference on how employees 
act ethically. 
“We all feel like we’re right. As a 
supervisor, you need to establish eth-
ical guidelines,” Bowman said. 
Some other electives the Leading 
Edge program offers to anyone on 
campus are “Dealing with Difficult 
People,” “Time and Stress Manage-
ment” and “Creative Problem Solv-
ing.”
“We appreciate when students 
come,” Bowman said. “We like to 
get their perspectives.”
What are you waiting for?
Advertise in the DEN to help your business grow
581-2816
University Union Bowling Lanes
Sanctioned League
Tuesday Night 7pm (4 per team) Starts Sept 5th
Wednesday Night 7pm (5 per team) Starts Sept. 6th
Youth Sat. Morning 10am Starts Sept. 23rd
For more information call Tim @ 581-7457
University Union Bowling Lanes
COSMIC BOWLING
Friday & Saturday Night
8:30pm - Midnight
Phone:  581-7457
Thanks to Everyone 
who participated in 
“Phiesta Bowl”
Dates: October 2-4th
15 Teams participated
Sigma Phi Epsilon won 1st in the 
championship bracket
Sigma Phi won the consolation bracket
Getting ethical
Additional funding 
for Suicide Awareness 
postponed until next 
week’s meeting
By Chris Walden
Student Government Reporter
The Apportionment Board did 
not meet Thursday night because 
enough members did not show up 
to approve the evening’s business.
Student Senate member Jeff 
Melanson had a presentation pre-
pared to show what his recently 
formed Suicide Awareness Initiative 
committee would need in terms of 
funding for this year’s events.
The board has 11 voting mem-
bers total. 
However, only seven attend-
ed Thursday night – less than the 
75 percent attendance needed for a 
quorum.
Unless more members showed 
up, the board would be unable to 
approve minutes and agendas, and 
would not be able to vote on mon-
ey for Melanson’s presentation.
Two board members, Pat Lind-
strom and Karen Gaines, excused 
themselves previous to the meet-
ing. Gaines is also a member of 
Faculty Senate. 
One board member, Travis 
Bounds, had not called ahead of 
time and was also absent.
Leah Pietrazewski, chair of AB, 
said that it was very unlike Bounds 
to have an unexcused absence. 
“Although this is his second 
unexcused absence, he’s always 
come to the other meetings,” 
Pietrazewski said. “A lot of peo-
ple are getting sick lately, and that 
might be why he couldn’t make it.”
Pietrazewski said if Bounds 
has a third unexcused absence, he 
will have to be removed from the 
board.
At 7 p.m. Thursday night, the 
seven voting board members agreed 
to wait until 7:05 before calling the 
meeting. 
Board members called absent 
members until that time, but none 
responded to phone calls. 
The board called off the meeting 
for this week at 7:10 p.m.
Melanson and Student Body 
President Cole Rogers were the 
two only audience members at the 
board, and both were disappointed 
the meeting did not happen.
“Well, that was a waste of 10 
minutes of my time,” Melanson 
said, after picking up his presenta-
tion papers. 
Pietrazewski assured the attend-
ing board members that next 
Thursday’s meeting would have 
enough voting members to begin 
the meeting and take care of busi-
ness on the agendas.
Next week’s meeting will take 
place at 7 p.m. in the Arcola-Tus-
cola room in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union.
AB called off because 
of low attendance
KAROLINA STRACK | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Chris Childress and Aaron Allison work together to come up with a con-
duct code during an ethics conference Thursday morning.
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Student Classified Rates
$.30 per word for the first day
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates
$.50 per word for the first day
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day
581-2812
9-4 M-F
Classified Advertising Rates
Monthly Online classified advertising 
available 
@ www.dennews.com
$10$10
SPENCE’S ON JACKSON 
“DOWNTOWN” MAKE YOUR 
OWN COSTUMES. LOTS 
TO CHOOSE FROM! OPEN 
TUESDAY-SATURDAY 1-5. 345-
1469
_____________________10/31
10,000+ COSTUMES FOR RENT, 
plus hats wigs, makeup, beads 
and bachelorette stuff! GRAND 
BALL COSTUMES, 609 Sixth 
Street, Charleston. M-F 12-6, Sat 
10-2 345-2617
_____________________10/31
Bags game for sale. Brand new, 
official size. Bags for sale. $18 per 
set of 8. Multi colors. Call 217-
276-3174.
_____________________10/30
Night owls needed ASAP for 
inserting crews for the Daily 
Eastern News.  Must be available 
to start Thursday night October 
18 at 10:00 pm.  Normal hours 
would be 10:00 pm - 2:00 am 
on an as needed basis.  Must be 
responsible and dependable. 
Apply in person 1802 Buzzard 
Hall.
_____________________10/25
JEWELRY SALES ASSOCIATE: 
Reliable, responsible, friendly 
persons needed to fill positions 
PT. Please call 345-1513 for 
details.
_____________________10/31
We pay up to $75 per online 
survey. www.CashToSpend.com
______________________11/2
!Bartending! Up to $250/day. No 
experience necessary, training 
provided. 1-800-965-6520 ext. 
239
_____________________12/10
Roommate needed Spring 
semester. Apartment on 1st St. 
$250/MO. Call 630-5613 for 
information.
_____________________10/29
Roommate needed Spring 
semester. 4 BR house close to 
campus! $225/MO. Call 773-
733-3331
______________________11/2
Roommate Spring 2008 Female: 
300 + utilities. 31 Circle-drive off 
18th St. 618-980-1202
______________________11/2
Roommate needed now, January 
lease. 1521 2nd St., one block 
from EIU. 345-3273
_______________________ 00
Sub-lessors needed for 07’-08’ 
Spring semester! 3 BR, 2 bath 
apartment with W/D. $355/MO 
cable and internet included, close 
to campus! 1140 Edgar Drive 
217-639-3510.
_____________________10/26
Spring 08, girl for 5 BR house,  .1 
mile north of campus. $280 per 
month plus utilities.  call (217) 
821-7086
______________________11/6
Sub-lessors, Spr. semester. $295/
MO. Internet, water, trash, and 
parking included. 4th St. 708-
408-1036
_____________________11/16
INCREDIBLE PRICE Available 
immediately, 3 bedroom 
townhouse for students in Brittany 
Ridge. $550/month. Close to 
EIU. W/D, dishwasher, and trash 
included. Call Rebecca at 847-
204-5648.
_____________________10/26
New Townhouses for rent Fall 
2008. Call 630-505-8374 for 
more details. 
_____________________10/29
House for rent Fall 2008.  4 
Bedroom 2 Bath, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer, 2 blocks from 
campus.  Excellent parking.  217-
276-7003
_____________________10/29
2 BR Apt. Fall 2008. Across from 
campus. Check it out! www.
eiuapts.com  345-2416
_____________________10/29
Available January 2008 Large 1 
bedroom apartment near campus 
- $375 month - water, trash, and 
w/d included.
273-1395.
_____________________10/31 
House 2008. across from campus, 
4-5 people. Check it out! www.
eiuapts.com 345-2416
_____________________10/31
3 BEDROOM HOUSE CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. 2 BATH, WASHER-
DRYER, A/C. AVAILABLE JAN 
2008. CALL 232-8936.
______________________11/2
3 Bedroom house on 9th just 3 
blocks from campus. Available 
for ‘08-’09. Washer/dryer, large 
backyard. 217-201-4240.
______________________11/2 
1-4 BEDROOM HOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS IN MATTOON 
AND CHARLESTON. OVER 
200 TO CHOOSE FROM, CALL 
SANDERS & CO. 234-RENT. 
WWW.SANDERSANDCO.COM
______________________11/3
FALL 2008: 5,4,3,2, BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TWO BEDROOM TWO 
BATHROOM APARTMENTS. 
348-5032
______________________11/5
AVAILABLE August 2008: 3 
bedroom-7 bedroom homes. All 
“campus side of Lincoln” (9th-
12th Street). A/C, Washer, trash 
and yard service included. No 
pets. 345-5037.
______________________11/8
NICE 4 BEDROOM APT 
WEST OF THE REC CENTER 
ON GRANT STREET.  W/D, 
DISHWASHER, ELEC, HEAT & 
WATER, FURNISHED, TRASH 
INCLUDED, $450. CALL 345-
6210 OR EIPROPS.COM
_____________________11/10
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APT BEHIND THE PARK, W/
D, DISHWASHER, CERAMIC 
TILED, OFF STREET PARKING, 
GARBAGE INCLUDED $375 PER 
PERSON. CALL 345-6210 OR 
EIPROPS.COM
_____________________11/10
NICE TWO BEDROOM 
DUPLEX W/ GARAGE WEST 
OF THE REC ON GRANT ST. 
W/D, DISHWASHER, AND 
FURNISHED. CALL 345-6210 
OR EIPROPS.COM
_____________________11/10
NICE 2 BEDROOM APT ON 
9TH ST. W/D, DISHWASHER, 
FURNISHED, $375 PER PERSON. 
CALL 345-6210 OR EIPROPS.
COM
_____________________11/10
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES 
... ALL CERAMIC TILE UNITS 
AVAILABLE. CHECK US OUT AT 
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL 
345-6210 FOR SHOWING
_____________________11/10
FURNISHED 3 BEDROOM 
HOUSE, OPEN FLOOR, 
CERAMIC AND WOOD 
FLOORS, NICE PRIVATE YARD, 
OFF STREET PARKING AND 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS.  CALL 
345-6210  OR  WWW.EIPROPS.
COM
_____________________11/10
PET FRIENDLY HOUSES, APTS 
AND DUPLEXES. CHECK US 
OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM 
OR CALL 345-6210
_____________________11/10
NICE 3 BEDROOM 2 BATH 
APT ON 9TH, FURNISHED, 
WATER CABLE AND INTERNET 
HEAT ELECTRIC AND TRASH 
INCLUDED. $435 PER PERSON. 
FOR A VIEWING CALL 345-6210 
OR EIPROPS.COM
_____________________11/10
2 BD HOUSE AT 1617 12TH. W/
D, DISHWASHER, FURNISHED 
AND PETS ALLOWED. WWW.
EIPROPS.COM OR CALL 345-
6210 FOR A SHOWING.
_____________________11/10
5-6, 2 BATH DUPLEX, 1056 
2ND STREET, HOT TUB, 
SPIRAL STAIRCASE, TILED 
FLOORS, W/D, APPLIANCES 
AND FURNISHED, OFF STREET 
PARKING, TRASH INCLUDED. 
WWW.EIPROPS.COM OR CALL 
345-6210 FOR A SHOWING.
_____________________11/10 
FALL 2008: 2-3 BR HOUSES, 
2 BR APTS., 7 LOCATIONS. 
C/A, W/D, VERY NICE, WELL 
MAINTAINED. LITTEKEN 
RENTALS, 217-345-9267.
_____________________11/13
For Lease ‘08-’09-2,3,4,5,6 
Bedroom Houses, Central 
A/C, Washer-Dryer, 
Dishwashers, Great Rates. No 
Pets. Complete Viewing at 
bradleehomeimprovements.com 
or 217-273-0675 Locally Owned, 
24/7 Maintenance
Available Spring 2008-Fully 
Furnished Two Bedroom 
Apartments-Next to Family Video. 
For additional Information-Call 
348-0157.
_____________________11/19
Available 2008-2009- Fully 
Furnished Two and Three 
Bedroom Apartments and 
Duplexes. Lincoln Street and 
Division Street Locations-For 
Additional Information- Call 348-
0157.
_____________________11/19
BEAUTIFUL 2 STORY HOUSE! 
Furnished for 7-8 girls. Hardwood 
floors, furnished including: 
leather furniture, 2 1/2 baths, 
full basement with washer and 
dryer, central air, large yard. For 
school year 2008-2009. $305 per 
person. 1 block North of O’Brien 
field. Call Jan- 345-8350.
_______________________ 00
E X C E P T I O N A L L Y 
ECONOMICAL! 1 bedroom 
apartment with loft. Furnished 
for a single or a couple. $385 a 
month for 1 or $430 a month for 
2. 1/2 of duplex - 1 block North 
of O’Brien field. For school year 
2008-2009 - Call Jan- 345-8350.
_______________________ 00
LADIES, IF YOU ARE 
LOOKING FOR A BEAUTIFUL 
5 OR 6 BEDROOM, 2 BATH, 
FURNISHED HOME WITH A 10 
MONTH LEASE ON 3RD STREET 
SOUTH OF LINCOLN GIVE 
TONYA A CALL AT 345-5048.
_______________________ 00
TWO BEDROOM FURNISHED, 
CLEAN APARTMENT. TRASH 
AND WATER INCLUDED. AT 
1111 2ND ST., NEXT TO THE 
PARK. CALL 348-5427.
_______________________ 00
Newly Remodeled 2 BR w/ Loft, 
available for rent. On the Square, 
skylight, heat, water, and trash 
included. Asking 2 people, $325 
each. 512-0334
_______________________ 00
NOW LEASING FALL 2008: 
1, 2, 3, 4, 5 BEDROOMS. 
CAMPUS SIDE. 345-6100, www.
jbapartments.com 
_______________________ 00
Private BR in nice 8 BR home. 1 
Block from EIU campus. Furn./
Unfurn. Male Roommates. $425/
mo. plus util. (217)-251-1593.
_______________________ 00
JANUARY LEASES. 1, 2, OR 3 
PEOPLE. GOOD LOCATIONS, 
NICE APARTMENTS. NO 
PETS. 217-345-7286. WWW.
JWILLIAMSRENTALS.COM
_______________________ 00
FOR RENT: Single Apt., 
Charleston Square, $350/MO. 
Includes gas, water, trash. Dave 
345-2171 (9AM-11AM)
_______________________ 00
BRITTANY RIDGE TOWN 
HOMES FOR RENT. 3 OR 4 
BR, 2 1/2 BATHS, TRASH AND 
PARKING INCLUDED, FOR 
$275/EACH. 348-5427
_______________________ 00
Brand New Driftwood Apt. 
for Rent! 2 BR, W/D included, 
privacy deck. $550/MO, 1 year 
lease. 276-4509
_______________________ 00
OLD MAIN IS IN THE BACK 
YARD: 4 BR 2 Bath Duplex at 
1520 9th St. $350/person. Stove, 
refrig., micro., dishwasher, W/D. 
Ph. 348-7746
_______________________ 00
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533
_______________________ 00
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6th STREET: 3, 5, & 
6 Bedroom Houses. EXCELLENT 
LOCATIONS for rent Fall 2008. 
348-8249, must see www.
ppwrentals.com
_______________________ 00
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD 
MAIN ON 6th STREET: New 1 
& 3 BR apartments for rent Fall 
2008. Central heat and A/C, 
laundry facility. Includes water 
allowance, off street parking, 
trash, and lawn service. 348-
8249, must see www.ppwrentals.
com
_______________________ 00
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353.
_______________________ 00
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000.
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom - Water, trash, DSL, 
with furnished leather furniture. 
254-8458 or 273-2048.
_______________________ 00
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included. 345-1400
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07 - ‘08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305.
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘07-’08; 1,2&3 BR. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS. CALL 345-1266.
_______________________ 00
ROYAL HEIGHTS APTS. Showing 
3 BR/1.5 Bath units for Fall 2008. 
Located behind Subway. Rates 
also available for Immediate/
Spring leasing. 345-0936.
_______________________ 00
WHEN LOCATION MATTERS, 
come see PARK PLACE APTS. 
Showing for Fall 2008. Rooms 
still available for Immediate/
Spring leasing. 715 Grant, #101 
or 348-1479.
_______________________ 00
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/D (217) 273-
1395.
_______________________ 00
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
_______________________ 00
2 bedroom apartments close to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. Call 
345-7008
_______________________ 00
1 BR large apartments. Available 
immediately.  Ideal for couples. 
Located at 741-745 6th St.  Rent 
$365 per apartment.  Water and 
trash paid. Cat OK!  Call 581-
7729 or 345-6127.
_______________________ 00
NOW SHOWING FOR 08’-09! 
2,3,4,5,6,7,8 BR APARTMENTS, 
DUPLEXES AND HOUSES. 
CONTACT US AT 345-6210 FOR 
YOUR ADVANCED SHOWING, 
OR VISIT US AT WWW.eiprops.
com
_______________________ 00
4-5 bedroom, 2 bath house. 
Washer/Dryer and dishwasher. 2-
4 blocks from campus. 345-3273
_______________________ 00
2008-2009 LADIES 2 AND 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENTS. 1521 1ST STREET. 
10 MONTH LEASE.345-5048
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘08 QUALITY/
CONVENIENCE.  2 & 3 bedroom 
apartments. Washer & Dryer 
included. 1-2 blocks from 
campus. (217)493-7559. www.
myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 00
FALL ‘08 GREAT LOCATIONS! 
Quality 3,4,5,6,7 bedroom 
houses. Washer & Dryer 
included. (217)493-7559. www.
myeiuhome.com
_______________________ 00
SPRING SEMESTER ‘08.  6 month 
rentals available. (217)493-7559.
_______________________ 00
June and August 08 Duplex, 5-
Bedroom Apts. near campus, 2 
1/2 bath, W/D, A/C, dishwasher, 
parking. $375/person, trash 
included. 1106-1108 Johnson. 
345-2982
_______________________ 00
Couples! January 08 or sooner! 
Remodeled, 2 Bedroom Apt. 
Laundry on site, parking, water/
trash included. $580/mo. 900 7th 
Street. 345-2982
_______________________ 00
Newly Remodeled! June and 
August 08 leases. Big, quiet, 2 
Bedroom Apts. W/D, A/C, trash 
included. $670/mo. 535 W 
Grant. 345-2982
_______________________ 00
FOR NEXT SCHOOL YEAR: 
HOUSES AND APTS., CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS. VARIOUS SIZES AND 
PRICES, W/D, DISHWASHER. 
345-6967
_______________________ 00
THIS IS THE PLACE! Locally 
owned apartments. Very clean, 
nice, furnished apartments. 
Available Fall 2008. 1, 2, & 3 
BR apartments. By EIU police, 
security lighting, laundry on 
premises, parking and trash 
included. Leave msg., 348-0673.
_______________________ 00
Fall/Spring 08-09’. Ninth street 
apartments, 3-4 bedroom. Off 
street parking,trash paid,11 month 
lease. Security deposit required. 
NO PETS.348-8305
_______________________ 00
Fall/Spring 08-09’.751 Sixth Street, 
1 and 2 bedroom apartments. 
Water and trash paid,11 month 
lease. Security deposit required. 
NO PETS.348-8305
_______________________ 00
Now leasing for 2008-2009. 
Brand New Apartments. Awesome 
location on 4th, 2 BR, 2 BA, fully 
furnished for 2, 3, or 4 people. 
W/D, Balconies, DSL and Water 
included.  Hot Tubs, Fitness 
Center, Free Tanning & more. 
Call for more info. (217) 962-
0137 or www.MelroseOnFourth.
com
_______________________ 00
FOR 2007-2008 SCHOOL YEAR: 
VERY NICE 5/6 BEDROOM, 
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get fuzzy | by darby conley 
pearls before swine | by stephan pastis
across
  1 What you might do 
at the beach
10  Lethargy
15  Early inhabitant
16  Light smoke
17  Choked up
18  This is a test
19  Shaw who led the 
Gramercy Five
20  Muscleman with 
a 1980s cartoon 
series
21  Old-time actress 
Crabtree
22  Subject of interest in 
the question “Who 
are you wearing?”
23  Modern-day 
monarch, for short
24  Register
25  Brian known for 33-
Across music
26  John who 
succeeded Pierre 
Trudeau as 
Canadian P.M.
28  Uris hero
29  Comment after 
getting something
30  Waves with long 
wavelengths?
33  See 25-Across
37  “Ash Wednesday” 
writer
38  Starry-eyed
40  Movie villain voiced 
by Douglas Rain
41  Miss ___
42  Spell checker?
44  Indian viceroy’s 
authority
47  Damascus V.I.P.
50  Eventful times
51  “Take ___ the 
River” (Talking 
Heads hit)
52  Geometric prefix
53  Kip spender
54  Spanish kitties
55  Jerk
56  Doesn’t support a 
conspiracy theory?
58  Deleted part
59  Oslo Accords 
concern
60  Gear
61  Frank Zappa or 
Dizzy Gillespie 
feature
down
  1 Forced feeding, as 
with a tube
  2 Moon of Uranus 
named for a 
Shakespearean 
character
  3 Like a romantic 
dinner
  4 Big name in pest 
control
  5 Get to
  6 Jazz ___
  7 Certain switch
  8 Available
  9 Small in the 
biggest way?
10  100 to 1, e.g.
11  Actress Nancy 
of “Sunset 
Boulevard”
12  Sandwich filler
13  Church piece
14  Old Tory
23  Fundamental 
energy units
26  “Vincent & ___” 
(1990 Robert 
Altman film)
27  Dailies, in the 
movie biz
29  ___-en-Provence, 
France
31  Groomed
32  Word before and 
after “in”
33  Swimming, 
surfboarding, etc.
34  Uncombed
35  Whitewall, maybe
36  Delays
39  Largest of the 
ABC islands
43  “The Tao that 
can be told is not 
the eternal Tao” 
philosopher
44  “Touché!” elicitor
45  Not accented
46  Important figure 
in the Gospels
48  Faulkner’s “___ 
for Emily”
49  Out
51  1945 conference 
site for Roosevelt 
and Churchill
54  One might fight 
to the last one
57  Sonny’s partner 
in “Dog Day 
Afternoon”
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today’s puzzle and more than 2,000 past 
puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share tips: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/learning/xwords.
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Edited by Will Shortz No. 0914Crossword
2 BATH HOMES WITH W/D AND C/A. 
FOR DETAILS CALL 217-345-3148 OR 
VISIT WWW.PANTHERPADS.COM
–––––––––––––––––––––––00 
VILLAGE RENTALS: NOW RENTING 
FOR 2007-2008.  1 & 2 BR Houses. W/
D hookup. Close to campus. 11 month 
lease. (217)345-2516
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
08-09 Great Prices!  7 bedroom house, 
2.5 bath, 2 kitchen, W/D and A/C. Half 
block from campus. 345-6967
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
6 bedroom house, 2 bath, dishwasher, 
W/D and A/C.  Near rec center.  345-
6967
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
Fall 2008: 2 Bedroom, Quiet area, 10 
month leases, $240 per person. 512-
9528
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
HOUSE FOR FALL 3-6 BEDROOMS. 
Good Loc. Good condition.  Laundry, 
No Pets. 345-7286  www.rentals@
jwilliamsrentals.com
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
Brand New Huge apts. for Fall 08. 1150 
sq ft.  Awesome location on 4th. 2 BR, 
2 BA, W/D, furnished.  Walk in closets, 
balconies, DSL/Water/trash included. 
Fitness center, Hot Tubs, Free Tanning 
and much more. (217) 962-0137 www.
melroseonfourth.com
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
4 Bedroom - 2 Bath or 3, 2 Bedroom 
Apartments, close to campus. Leather 
Furniture. 273-2048 , 235-0405.
–––––––––––––––––––––––00
Football, From page 12
Bellantoni said TSU operates a 
true spread offense, with multiple 
shifts and zone read runs out of the 
shotgun formation. But he also said 
when the Tigers line up under the 
center, they typically run the ball.
Webster understandably wouldn’t 
tip his hand if TSU would change 
the game plan with McNairl in. But 
he did say McNairl has all the char-
acteristics of a good quarterback.
The news of Heffner’s injury 
hasn’t changed how Eastern has pre-
pared for this game, head coach Bob 
Spoo said. 
“We don’t make a big deal out of 
it,” he said. “They’ve got backups, 
and we’ve got to prepare for what 
they do. How good is the backup 
compared to the first guy? We’ll find 
out. We just go about our business.”
The Panthers will face a TSU 
defense that quarterback Bodie 
Reeder says is “ultra-athletic.”
The Tigers (3-4, 2-1) boast play-
makers in senior defensive end 
Shaun Richardson and senior defen-
sive back Dominique Cromartie-
Rodgers. 
The 6-2, 170-pound Cromartie-
Rodgers (23 tackles and a team-
high seven pass breakups) was on 
the Buck Buchanan watch list at the 
beginning of the year and made the 
mid-season cut for the top defensive 
award in the Football Championship 
Subdivision. 
The 6-3, 250-pound Richard-
son has a league-leading six sacks to 
go along with 11 tackles for loss and 
four forced fumbles.
“I’m not going to run for any 
100-yard touchdown run,” Reeder 
said. “If I just do my job and make 
my reads, I’ll be fine. I don’t need 
to match their athleticism. I think 
that I just need to play my game and 
don’t worry about running faster or 
jumping higher.” 
Webster said earlier this week 
starting running back Javarris Wil-
liams is questionable for Saturday’s 
game with a side injury he suffered 
against EKU.
Bellantoni said he is anticipating 
Williams to play, but if he doesn’t, 
sophomore Terrence Wright (71 car-
ries for 260 yards) is a viable alter-
native.
“Because the quarterback is 
mobile, and they do run the ball 
with them, so we can’t just focus all 
our efforts on stopping tailback run 
game,” Bellantoni said. “We’ve got 
to worry about the quarterback run 
stuff and him scrambling.”
Eastern defensive end Michael 
Torres said TSU’s offensive line, 
which has an average weight of 
309 pounds among its five starters, 
including senior right guard Eugene 
Banks, who comes in at 6 feet 6 
inches and 365 pounds, is also ath-
letic. 
This will be the sixth-straight 
game the Panthers will face a quar-
terback who poses a threat as both a 
rusher and a passer. 
What little film the Panthers have 
seen of McNairl is a bonus, Torres 
said.
“It’s good to know what you’re 
going against,” he said. “Just in prac-
tice, it helps you prepare. I wouldn’t 
say (McNairl’s) no Heffner, but he’s 
real athletic.”
The Colonels are undefeated in the 
conference and are 6-2 overall. EKU’s 
remaining opponents’ OVC records 
are a combined 6-9. Statistically speak-
ing, Austin Peay, at 3-2, looks like the 
only real shot at giving the Colonels 
their only loss in the conference this 
season.
In Panther volleyball, if Eastern 
won the last six remaining matches, it 
would break even with its OVC record 
at 10-10, but finish with a 17-12 over-
all record. 
But winning out will be no easy 
challenge for the Panthers, as only two 
of their next six opponents are current-
ly ranked below them in the standings. 
They will still need to face the top 
three ranked teams in the OVC with 
Jacksonville State (11-3 OVC, 14-
7), Morehead State (10-3, 16-8) and 
Murray State (10-4, 13-11).
Women’s soccer is hanging on to 
the sixth spot in the OVC standings 
and will have to win out to make it to 
the conference tournament. The Pan-
thers (3-4, 6-8-1) have made a tour-
nament appearance every season since 
they joined the conference in 1998.
The men’s soccer team is proba-
bly the only exception to the win-out 
scenario. It has the highest probability 
of losing a remaining match and still 
making the Missouri Valley Confer-
ence Tournament. 
The team has three matches left 
until the championship that starts 
Nov. 14. But with a 1-2-1-conference 
record, it ranks fifth of seven teams. 
The top six teams make the tourna-
ment.
But men’s soccer does hold an 
advantage against Missouri State and 
Western Kentucky – neither MSU 
nor WSU has yet to win a conference 
match. 
The rugby team at Eastern has no 
post-season, but pride is still on the 
line. Since the inception of the rugby 
program on campus in 1998, the Pan-
thers have had only one losing season. 
Losing is not an option for con-
tinuing success and not anything I 
would assume any of these programs 
are ready to accept.
McNairl to be 
top TSU QB
Lots of Panther teams on the ropes in conference
The Panthers (10-11, 4-9 Ohio 
Valley Conference) will travel this 
weekend to play against Morehead 
State (16-8, 10-3) and Eastern Ken-
tucky (3-20, 2-11). 
Eastern swept EKU 3-0 on Sept. 
28 but lost to the Eagles 1-3 on 
Sept. 29.
EKU has not had good overall 
luck against the Panthers, who lead 
the all-time series (18-8).
MSU is currently ranked in sec-
ond place in the OVC standings, 
right behind Jacksonville State (11-
3, 14-7). Since MSU beat the Pan-
thers, Morehead has gone 4-3.
The Panthers lost their Tues-
day match at Southeast Missouri in 
a five-game match. Three Panthers 
had double-digit kill numbers with 
outside hitters Eliza and Alex Zwet-
tler, with 18 and 19 kills, and junior 
middle hitter Lauren Sopcic, with 
15.
Last home match for rugby
The Panthers will host their final 
home match at 11 a.m. Saturday 
against Eastern Kentucky at Lake-
side Rugby Field. 
Head coach Frank Graziano said 
after being gone the last few weeks, 
the team is excited about playing at 
home one more time. 
The rugby team will also be cele-
brating Senior Day. The players will be 
honoring three senior captains: prop 
Jaki Brophy, scrum half Marlise David-
son and fly half Eileen O’Rourke. 
“The seniors are a huge part of 
our team and are our leaders,” Gra-
ziano said. “It is going to leave some 
very big shoes to fill when they 
leave.”
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EastErn sports
• see full stories online of all 
Eastern’s sports at dennews.
com
• men’s soccer at western Ken-
tucky: 1 p.m., saturday, Bowling 
Green, Ky.
• men’s and women’s swimming 
at western Kentucky: 1 p.m., sat-
urday, lantz natatorium
with special guests
Pete Francis (of Dispatch) and Reilly James
Saturday, November 3, 2007
7:00 p.m. — McAfee Gymnasium
Students $15.00; General Public $17.00
Tickets on sale Monday, October 15 at MLK Ticket Office 10 am - 3 pm
Ticket Office Number 217-581-5122
EASTERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY
PRESENTS
LIVE IN CONCERT
Mackoore Shoes
305 W Lincoln
Charleston, IL
345-3479
Mon-Fri 9-6
Sat 9-5
 
Sun 12-4
Hours:
New Balance
Men’s White 
basketball 
hightop
BB88HW
1,2,3 Bedroom Close To Campus!!!
345-6533
Cross Country | ohio Valley conFerence
preparing for the course
Masanet took video at 
Samford to prepare for 
conference meet
By Brandy provaznik 
Sports Reporter 
Red-shirt freshman Mario Castre-
jon has not run on the Ohio Valley 
Conference course at Samford, but 
he still knows about the steep hill in 
the back corner of the race. 
He knows this because head coach 
Geoff Masanet took video of the 
course a few weeks ago so the Pan-
thers could get a better idea of what 
they would be racing on at the con-
ference championships this weekend. 
Last year the OVC’s were held at 
Austin Peay, and the Panthers went 
to an invite there earlier in the season 
to run the course prior to conference, 
but with Alabama far away, they did 
not have that opportunity this year. 
Masanet took about an hour and 
10 minutes video that details the sur-
face and surroundings for to team and 
visualize the meet before it arrives. 
The Panthers will begin racing at 
9 a.m. Saturday at Spark Park High 
School in Hoover, Ala. 
“It helped knowing what it looked 
like; even if you took nothing real-
ly from the course, it wasn’t com-
pletely unfamiliar,” sophomore Erin 
O’Grady said.  “I went home think-
ing I had already been there. Now , 
when I actually arrive I wont feel like 
I am in a completely strange environ-
ment.” 
Masanet said he filmed it on a 
race day for Samford to show teams 
warming up and what it looks like in 
the meet atmosphere. 
While nothing is quite as good as 
actually running the course, Castre-
jon said the Panthers have been able 
to watch the video and relate that to 
their practices. 
“A majority of the course is 
crushed limestone path, like the Pan-
ther trail, and so we have had a lot of 
practice with that and understand the 
footing there and how to run fast on 
it,” Castrejon said. 
The hill is one of the big things 
Castrejon said stands out from Sam-
ford’s course.
Masanet said the hill is so big, 
one can literally reach one’s arms out 
straight while one is running up it 
and touch the hill. 
“The closest hill we have to that is 
on a loop we call ‘the bedroom wall,’ 
where the steepness of the hill is com-
parable, but Samford’s is shorter than 
the one we have here, so we should 
be ready for that hill, too,” Castrejon 
said. 
Masanet said probably around 
half the conference got the opportu-
nity to run on the course already this 
year, but he doesn’t think that gives 
those teams a big advantage. 
“While it is nice to have that 
opportunity, I don’t think we are 
going to do terrible because we didn’t 
get to run on it yet,” Masanet said. 
Masanet said the parity of the 
teams in the conference is what is 
going to be tougher than the course 
itself. 
He said both the men and wom-
en’s teams have a chance of getting 
in the top three on both sides if they 
have good races, but it depends on 
what the other teams do.
“We could run a decent race and 
still come in sixth, and it would 
be very humbling,” Masanet said. 
But Masanet said in the past few 
years the conference has really begun 
to level out and has become better, so 
he could be happy even if the men 
finish in fifth or sixth. 
Last year the Panthers finished in 
fifth. Masanet said he was disappoint-
ed because he knew they could do 
better than some of the other teams. 
“It’s not like that this year,” 
Masanet said. “We are going to 
have to run really well and hope we 
get lucky and some of the evenly 
matched teams don’t do as well, but 
we can only control our own destiny, 
so we will just have to see what hap-
pens.” 
Red-shirt senior Brad Butler said 
it is important for the team to stay 
packed together.
“No one can match our depth,” 
Butler said. “We are just hoping we 
pack it together and our packs stay far 
enough up there that we beat some of 
their four and five runners. We can’t 
beat some of the teams’ top runners, 
but we keep our pack tight, and you 
never know what could happen.”
The women understand the 
importance of keeping the pack 
together as well and will have an eas-
ier time doing so with the return 
of sophomore Jessica Blondell 
and freshman Terasita Williams 
who have been out with injuries. 
    “They are back and will help add 
some more depth to our team,” 
O’Grady said. “We don’t need to go 
out too hard; we will stay smart and 
conservative, but strong at the same 
time. I completely trust my team-
mates right now, and I think we will 
be able to get some things done.”
panthEr BriEfs
Volleyball on the road for weekend matches
ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
head cross country coach Geoff masanet speaks with his men’s team about the upcoming schedule at campus 
Pond Pavilion before an oct. 16 practice. Both women’s and men’s cross country teams will race at 9 and 10 
a.m. saturday at spain Park high school in hoover, ala.  
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Jenny Williams doesn’t 
believe in setting 
individual goals in 
a team sport, which 
is fitting because as 
Eastern’s goalkeeper, 
she doesn’t allow 
opponents to score 
many goals. The 
sophomore from 
Quincy made the 2006 
All-OVC Newcomer 
Team as a freshman 
and currently 
ranks second in the 
conference in shutouts 
and fourth in goals-
against average. 
Williams recently 
sat down with Staff 
Reporter Mike Mears 
and talked about 
being a “science nerd,” 
wanting to join the ski 
patrol and being called 
“Oompa Loompa” by 
opposing fans.
How long have you been 
playing soccer?
Probably since I was about  2 1⁄2 
to 3. I have an older brother and I 
always used to follow him around, 
and I played pee-wee soccer for as 
long as I can remember.
Did you always play the 
goalkeeper position?
In Seventh grade, no one wanted 
to play it, so I was like, “Yeah, sure,” 
and I kind of played it on and off. 
My freshman year of high school I 
played midfield because I broke my 
hand, and then I played goalkeeper 
all through high school.
What did you think of the 
World Cup goalkeeper switch? 
I could see what Greg Ryan’s 
thinking was behind it because Bri-
anna Scurry did have a good past 
against (Brazil) and has a wonder-
ful career and all the credentials to 
her name, but it’s kind of hard on a 
team. I don’t think the team react-
ed well to it, and it probably wasn’t a 
smart decision.
How do you stay focused 
during a game?
The whole game, you gotta stay 
in the game. You can’t just stand 
back there. It’s communicating 
with your defense, and just play-
ing the game through your mind. 
I’m just constantly thinking, “Okay, 
they’re going this way, they’re shift-
ing,” you know. You just have to play 
the game through your mind, and if 
you’re finding yourself getting dazed 
off and not paying attention, they’ll 
catch you off-guard. I’ve gotten a lot 
better at communicating and mak-
ing sure I stay in the game.
What kind of communica-
tion goes on during a game?
Whether it’s just trying to keep 
the team up, telling them the runners 
are coming through – basically every-
thing. You constantly hear me talk-
ing. That way the defenders know 
there’s someone coming through, 
and they’re communicating.
What did you think of Zine-
dine Zidane’s head butt?
Obviously something sparked 
him that he reacted in that way. But 
it kind of tarnishes his career because 
until that moment, he had a career 
anyone could dream of. To go out 
like that, everyone’s going to know 
him because he was red-carded and 
ejected from the game in the World 
Cup. No one knows he was soccer 
player of the year for so many years.
Who on your team do you 
feel you are closest to?
Probably Cassie Shear, my room-
mate. We’ve been roommates for two 
years.  I think she knows everything 
about me, and I know everything 
about her. It’s kind of weird how we 
get along. We’re almost a married 
couple, we say. We’ll go out to eat, I 
know what she’s thinking. It helps a 
lot, because she plays defense on the 
back line. I know where she’s gon-
na move and the decisions that she’s 
gonna make, and she’s just a fun per-
son, in general.
What made you want to 
study biology at Eastern?
I’ve always been kind of a sci-
ence nerd; although I did play sports 
all through high school, I was kind 
of the geeky one. I’m a biology/pre-
physical therapy with a minor in 
kinesiology, and I want to go on to 
grad school and get my doctorate in 
physical therapy.
Is it difficult to balance all 
of it with soccer?
Last year wasn’t too bad, but this 
year a lot of my science classes … 
I’m not struggling with them, but 
they’re definitely giving me a hard 
time. They take a lot of time, going 
to labs and making sure everything’s 
done. When we’re out of town, we 
leave Thursday, so it’s hard to bal-
ance it out when you’re on the road, 
making sure everything’s done.
Do you have any more 
individual goals in soccer?
You don’t set individual goals. 
I just want to win, to be there and 
make the big saves for your team and 
be on the field. I think that in itself 
is an honor because there’s not too 
many Division I athletes to say that 
your freshman year, you started so 
many games or whatever. That’s cool, 
but an OVC championship and get-
ting to the NCAA tournament is a 
goal I’d definitely like to accomplish. 
But we have to do it as a team. You 
can’t have individual goals like, “Oh, 
I want to score this amount,” or “I 
want to have so many shutouts,” 
because unless you have your whole 
team, it’s pointless.
Who’s your biggest 
influence in sports?
I would definitely have to say my 
brother (who played at Cathage Col-
lege in Kenosha, Wis.). He’s been 
through more than I think any-
one can ever imagine in their entire 
life.  He’s pushed through it, and he’s 
always been the one to tell me, “You 
gotta get tougher,” and talked me 
through things.
Could you stop Beth Liesen 
on a penalty kick?
Penalty kicks are pretty hard, and 
Beth’s good. (Laughs) She’s probably 
the best Eastern product, especial-
ly coming from Quincy; that’s kind 
of cool. Even though she did go to 
Quincy Notre Dame, and I went to 
Quincy High, so we always have that 
rivalry. But I think she could score 
on me. I’ll give props to her.
What music’s playing on 
your iPod at the moment?
I have a mix of everything. I have 
everything from rap to Bob Dylan 
to Bob Marley. The Fray is proba-
bly one of my favorites. I listen to a 
lot of rap for warm-up music. I even 
have some heavy metal.
Do you have any regular 
pregame routine?
Every game, Rachel Hamilton 
and I have to kick the ball around. 
She does the exact same thing every 
game. She dribbles through the 
cones; it’s very precise. Besides that, 
just kicking the ball around with her, 
trying to stay focused. It’s harder to 
do on the road because you always 
have the fans yelling at you. They 
make funny comments that you 
don’t want to laugh at. Just making 
sure I’m in the game.
What have opposing fans 
said that sticks in your mind?
One for sure was last year at Ten-
nessee Tech. Their fans were right on 
the sidelines and they had a mega-
phone. I wore all green, and they 
called me little green giant. I got, 
“Hey Oompa Loompa, did Wil-
ly Wonka let you out of the choco-
late factory?” I’ve got that one a lot. 
It’s hard not to laugh, but I usual-
ly try to ignore it. They say a lot of 
random things to try to get in your 
head. I think the Oompa Loompa 
one stands out for sure.
What are your plans after 
graduating from Eastern?
Going to grad school. I don’t 
know, I always imagined myself trav-
eling abroad because I love to trav-
el. But I don’t know how that’s going 
to work with soccer and everything. 
I think for at least for a year, I’ll try 
to become ski patrol. 
I love snowboarding, and I think 
that would be an amazing job, to 
be able to snowboard every day and 
help people with my profession.
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sophomore goalkeeper Jenny williams is ranked second in shutouts and fourth in goals-against average in the ohio Valley conference. she said her ability to focus and play out the game 
in her mind helps her concentrate during a match. her brother, Jonathan, played soccer at carthage college in Kenosha, wis.
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Heffner’s replacement 
at QB capable of 
producing highlight-
reel plays for TSU
By Matt Daniels
Staff Reporter
Eastern defensive coordinator 
Roc Bellantoni joked he could make 
quite a profit selling Antonio Heff-
ner highlight-reel tapes.
But Tennessee State’s junior quar-
terback won’t be making any of 
those plays this Saturday when the 
Panthers take on the Tigers at 4 p.m. 
at LP Field in Nashville, Tenn.
Heffner will undergo season-end-
ing surgery today after pulling the 
ligament off the bone in his right 
ankle in last Saturday’s 49-7 loss at 
Eastern Kentucky, TSU head coach 
James Webster said earlier this week.
“He’s obviously going to be on 
crutches for a while,” Webster said.
Enter another version of Heffner, 
albeit younger and with more inex-
perience. 
True freshman Carl McNairl will 
make his first career start against the 
Panthers (5-3, 4-1 Ohio Valley Con-
ference). During the EKU game, he 
played the entire second half and 
completed 6-of-12 passes for 42 
yards. He also rushed the ball seven 
times for six yards.
Bellantoni said it’s evident the 6-
foot, 210-pound McNairl can run 
after watching film.
“When Heffner did go out, they 
didn’t change their entire offense,” 
he said. “They did the same plays. 
But now, having a week of know-
ing he’s going to be the quarterback, 
how is that going to change the 
Teams will play one last 
time in regular season
By Kevin Murphy
Associate Sports Editor 
Eastern needs to win now more 
than ever. The Panthers are the No. 6 
team in the Ohio Valley Conference. 
Only the top six teams will qualify for 
the OVC Tournament. The Panthers 
will try to help improve their odds of 
making post-season when they face 
OVC rival Samford at 3 p.m. Friday 
at Lakeside Field. 
“It’s one of the biggest rivals in 
the OVC,” Eastern senior forward 
Michelle Steinhaus said. “Hopeful-
ly, we can come out with a huge win. 
Whatever happens, happens.” 
The Panthers won four straight 
OVC Tournament titles from 2001 
to 2004. Eastern went to four straight 
NCAA Women’s College Cups from 
2001 to 2004. Samford came into 
the conference in 2003 and has won 
four straight conference regular sea-
son titles. The Bulldogs are undefeat-
ed in conference this season (12-3, 7-
0 OVC) and are set to finish their last 
conference season strong. Samford is 
leaving for the Southern Conference 
at the end of the season.
The Bulldogs have had the best 
of Eastern (6-8-1, 3-4) the past few 
times. Last season, the Panthers lost 
2-1 in double overtime in Birming-
ham, Ala. Steinhaus scored the lone 
goal. Samford scored with one min-
ute, two seconds left in the second 
overtime. Samford ended the Pan-
thers run at four straight OVC Tour-
nament titles when the Bulldogs 
defeated Eastern 1-0 in the 2005 
OVC Tournament Final at Lakeside 
Field, broadcasted by ESPNU. 
2005 Eastern grad Tiffany Groene 
cannot even watch the tape. 
She said some of her teammates 
can watch it – but she cannot. 
Samford ended its streak.
“It’s a new game,” Steinhaus said. 
“It’s a new day. It’s a new team.” 
In 2003, the teams tied through 
the overtime periods, and the Pan-
thers won on penalty kicks in the 
OVC Tournament Final. During the 
2004 regular season, the Panthers 
won 1-0 on 2007 grad Trisha Walter’s 
penalty kick.
“To come way with a win is always 
a good thing, no matter how it’s 
done,” Walter said.
The 2004 OVC Tournament Final 
was a come-from-behind victory for 
Eastern. The Panthers were losing 
with less than three minutes to go. 
Eastern grads Morgan Frericks and 
Sharyne Connell each scored in the 
final three minutes of regulation to 
give the Panthers a 3-2 come-from-
behind win against Samford.
For the Panthers, the game is more 
important because they are trying to 
qualify for the OVC Tournament.
“We have to go and not worry 
about ourselves,” Eastern head wom-
en’s soccer coach Tim Nowak said. 
“We have to take care of business.”
Two wins this weekend would help 
the team qualify, and if it doesn’t, it 
would be a program first since soccer 
began in 1998. 
Eastern junior forward Pam 
Melinauskas said the team has a 
tough defense and has to prepare for 
Samford the same as with any other 
team. 
Samford is the second in the con-
ference with 34 goals. Samford fresh-
man forward Lauren Cook leads the 
Bulldogs in goals (9) and shares the 
conference lead for goals. Cook is see-
ing a lot more playing time because 
senior forward Rebecca Bohler is 
having some injuries. Bohler was the 
2006 Co-OVC Player of the Year. 
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Eastern sophomore forward Rachel Hamilton dribbles the ball against Tennessee Tech on Oct. 5. The Panthers 
play Samford at 3 p.m. Friday at Lakeside Field. 
INJURY REPORT
• Eastern head coach Bob Spoo 
said senior middle lineback-
er Donald Thomas (right foot 
sprain) and center Drew Cairo-
Gross are still doubtful for Sat-
urday after missing last week’s 
game against Tennessee-Martin. 
Also, Zach Yates (illness) has not 
practiced with the team since the 
Murray State game.
• Freshman Alain Marcelin would 
start in place of Thomas again, 
with sophomore Chris Vaccar-
ro once again handling the cen-
ter duties. Junior Tyler Wilke will 
handle all the place-kicking re-
sponsibilities. 
aDaM teDDer
By the 
numbers
No one likes to lose.
But, in the past, some teams 
have been allowed a margin 
for error to lose a few games or 
matches at the end of the season 
– without fear of elimination.
That is not the case with many 
of the fall sports programs at East-
ern this season.
Special scenarios aside, most 
teams have to win out the rest of 
their seasons to mark their season 
a success and to go to the next 
level of play.
It’s a cliché statement, but the 
phrase “destiny is in your own 
hands” is the best way to describe 
the approach many of the teams 
will need to adopt from now until 
the end, though it is no full-proof 
insurance policy.
Football is second in the Ohio 
Valley Conference standings right 
behind Eastern Kentucky. The 
Colonels will essentially win this 
conference if they continue to 
win, regardless of whether East-
ern wins out the three remaining 
games.
football blog
Online Editor Scott Richey blogs live from the 
football game Saturday. 
                          SEE DENNEWS.COM
football upDate
Staff Reporter Matt Daniels will post a story after the football 
game against Tennessee State. 
                          SEE DENNEWS.COM
Eastern head coach Tim Nowak 
(above) and the Panthers (6-8-1, 
3-4 Ohio Valley Conference) will 
play against Samford (12-3-0, 7-0 
OVC) today at 3 p.m. at Lakeside 
Field. 
The Bulldogs are the No. 1 team 
in the OVC, while the Panthers 
are in the No. 6 spot because of 
a tie-breaker rule after losing to 
Morehead State. 
Here are the top three Samford 
players this season and their 
contributions:
1. Lauren Cook — The Conyers, Ga., 
native has nine goals and three assists 
for 21 points this season. In 15 matches 
played, the freshman forward has shot at 
the goal 27 times and has three game-
winning goals.
2. Amber Cress — The sophomore 
from Zionsville, Ind., has five goals and as-
sists on the season with 36 shots on goal. 
Cress, the OVC Freshman of the Year last 
season, has two game-winning goals this 
season.
3. Cayley Winters — The junior goal-
keeper from Littleton, Colo., is ranked 
second in the OVC for saves with 59 this 
season and only has allowed 12 goals. 
Winters has played for 1,280 minutes this 
season and participated in 15 matches.
 – Adam Tedder
WOMEN’S SOCCER | EASTERN VS. SAMFORD
oNe laSt tiMe for riValS
FOOTBALL | EASTERN AT TENNESSEE STATE
Still a big play possibility
Tim Nowak 
ERIC HILTNER | THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS
Eastern junior running back Travorus Bess tries to escape a Tennessee-
Martin player. The Panthers travel to Nashville, Tenn., at 4 p.m. Saturday 
at LP Field. 
See Tedder, Page 9 See FooTball, Page 9
By Sarah Jean Bresnahan 
Verge Reporter
The death of Matthew Shepard in 
October 1998, did more than just bring 
light to the issue of hate crimes; it also 
inspired Moises Kaufman to write a play 
about the effect the crime had on the 
town of Laramie, 
Wyo.
The play, titled 
“The Laramie 
Project,” is unlike 
others Eastern will 
see this year. Eight 
actors will take on 
the role of about 60 
characters, including a narrator.  
Tim Broeker is the only Eastern 
student performing in the play, and 
the junior English major plays nine 
characters. 
“The greatest challenge with the show 
is knowing that I am playing the roles 
of real life people, most of who are still 
living today,” Broeker said. “With such 
a deep message, and content that is very 
controversial, it really puts you in the 
place of these people. And the whole time 
you are acting their part, you can’t help 
but imagine actually being in their place.”
“The Laramie Project” is produced 
by the Charleston Community Theater 
and will be performed at the Tarble Arts 
Center. 
It opens tonight at 7:30 and will also 
be shown at the same time Saturday, 
Nov. 1 through 3, as well as at 2 p.m. this 
Sunday. 
Despite having only eight actors to 
perform, they don’t rely on major costume 
changes to differentiate between roles.
“The eight actors stay on stage at all 
times and put on minor costume pieces 
and use simple props to convey different 
characters,” Broeker said. “We all start off 
with a base costume of khaki bottoms and 
a white shirt.”
Other actors in the play include 
two Charleston High School students, 
Andy Hudson and Zoe Corso. The 
rest of the cast consists of Charleston 
community members, Dar’Keith Lofton, 
Judith Vaughn, Cathy Sheagren, Jimmy 
T. Stewart, Heather Holley and Matt 
Piescinski.  
The cast knows Piescinski as “the 
voice of EIU,” as he does all of the 
announcements at commencement.
Genie Lenihan co-directs the 
production, with Monica Mazzaro. 
Lenihan said the Board of Directors of the 
Charleston Community Theater agreed 
that the production would be relatable for 
Charleston’s residents.
“The Board agreed that this was a 
highly timely play and we have since 
learned that there are many parallels 
between Laramie and Charleston, 
including serving as the home of a small 
university,” Lenihan said.
The play consists of moments, rather 
than scenes or obvious dialogue.
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Jimmy Stewart performs one of his characters in “The Laramie Project” Tuesday at the Tarble Arts Center. 
The play is about the death of Matthew Shepard as a result of a hate crime in 1998. 
Play addresses 
real hate crime
FaSt FactS: the Laramie 
ProJect
• When: 7:30 p.m. today, Saturday, 
Thursday, Friday and next Saturday and 
2 p.m. Sunday
• Where: The Tarble Arts Center
• What: A play about the death/hate 
crime of Matthew Shepard in 1998 
• cost: $6 for students, but on Nov. 
1 admission will be $5 for students. 
Reservations can be made by calling the 
Tarble Arts Center at 581-2787
By Krista henery
Verge Reporter
The Eastern Symphony Orchestra is preparing 
to bring frightening fun to campus as Halloween 
approaches. 
Sponsored in part by the Charleston Area 
Charitable Foundation, the 
Eastern Symphony Orchestra 
will present the fourth annual 
“Fright Night” concert 
Sunday night. 
With familiar tunes 
scheduled to be performed, 
Dan Crews said this is a great 
opportunity to introduce the Symphony Orchestra 
to new listeners.
“What this concert will do is offer an 
opportunity for those who typically don’t go to 
hear the Symphony Orchestra concerts,” said 
Crews, publicity for the Arts and Humanities 
college. “It’s a great way to introduce people to the 
symphony, especially children.”
Well-known music from movies such as “Harry 
Potter,” “Indiana Jones” and “Peter and the Wolf” 
is scheduled to be performed Sunday night.
“A lot of the music is frequently familiar with 
audience members, but they might not know the 
name of the tune.  Many of the tunes heard in  
classic horror movies were actually taken from 
classical compositions written in the 19th century,” 
Crews said. “There will be a lot of people who’ll 
say, ‘Ah, I know that music, I didn’t know that was 
the name of that.’”
Richard Robert Rossi, director of “Fright 
Night,” said the students have been working very 
hard to prepare not only for “Fright Night” but for 
another performance scheduled for November.
“The performers have been working diligently to 
prepare not only for this concert, but for another 
concert (Bach, Beethoven and Brahms) which 
is Nov. 11 only two weeks after “Fright Night,” 
and places a high demand on all the musicians,” 
Rossi said. “The “Fright Night” concert, now an 
annual event because of the popularity, is a way of 
providing our students with both an educational 
and musically challenging program, while making 
it available to the surrounding community, 
especially the young. 
“This is an opportunity to experience a live 
orchestra while at the same time providing them 
with enjoyable music that helps shape their lives 
musically.” 
The concert will start at 6 p.m. Sunday and will 
be held in McAfee’s South Auditorium. There will 
be no charge for Eastern students with their current 
Panther Card. 
However, there will be a general admission fee 
of $12 for adults, $10 for seniors citizens and $8 
for youth (17 and under), faculty and staff. No 
dress code is required at the concert, but there will 
be a Halloween costume contest for the children 
who attend. 
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | ON THE VERGE
The string section members of the Eastern Symphony Orchestra practice “Peter 
and the Wolf” by Sergei Prokofiev Wednesday evening. This is one of the selections 
that the orchestra will be playing for its “Fright Night” concert Sunday in the South 
Auditorium of McAfee. 
Movie tunes performed at Fright Night
SEE Laramie, PAGE 4B
SEE ConCert, PAGE 4B
on the verge
Rockome After 
Dark offers ‘unique’ 
attractions for everyone
By Sam Sottosanto
Verge Reporter
This weekend, Rockome 
Gardens will be hosting “Rockome 
After Dark,” and anyone interested 
in putting their Halloween spirit to 
good use may enjoy its Halloween 
activities and thrills.
Dan Beranek, Rockome’s 
director of recreation, is among 
those in charge of the event. 
“It is extraordinarily unique,” 
he said.
Rockome After Dark will 
feature a runaway ghost train ride, 
pumpkin chucking, a haunted cave 
and a corn maze.
Rockome After Dark is open 
from 6 to 9 p.m., but if it gets 
busy, they can push it past 10.
Tyler Leasher, Rockome’s 
marketing intern, who is also in 
charge, suggested that depending 
on a person’s preference, the best 
time to go through the corn maze 
is later on in the evening when it 
gets dark, because it may be a bit 
more challenging.
Beranek said everyone in the 
maze will be given flashlights 
and during their venture, they 
will encounter many things 
unexpected.
Although many different places 
around the area do corn mazes 
this time of year, Leasher said that 
Rockome’s maze would be different 
and exciting.
“I think (Rockome After Dark) 
is going to attract everyone, young 
to old,” Leasher said. 
He went on to say that he 
especially thinks that the pumpkin 
chucking will draw a lot of 
attention towards Eastern students.
“Nowhere around here does 
something like that,” he said. 
“Chucking pumpkins into the air, 
aiming at a target to see how close 
they can get—it should be really 
cool.” 
Leasher said that pumpkin 
chucking originated in the 
medieval era and today, is not done 
very often.
According to Beranek, the 
runaway ghost train ride will be an 
exciting attraction as well. 
“There are a number of different 
things that people will encounter 
on the late night train,” Beranek 
said.
Throughout the ride, different 
people will appear, such as Jesse 
James and the headless horseman.
There will be a lot of drama and 
action along the ride, Beranek said.
 The train riders will come 
across robberies and hear gunshots.
The haunted cave remains open 
yearlong, but according to Leasher, 
it has had some recent updates.  
Despite the fact that Rockome 
After Dark features many 
Halloween events, it will feature 
food as well.  
If anyone gets hungry, Beranek 
said that the ice cream shop is open 
throughout the night. Admission 
to Rockome Gardens is $8 for 
adults, $6 for senior citizens and 
$4 for children. 
After visitors pay, they are 
allowed to go to any activities that 
Rockome may offer, including 
Rockome After Dark.
“I don’t really think (there’s) 
one scary thing (about Rockome 
After Dark),” Beranek said. “It’s 
the whole experience that might be 
scary.”
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Good job, Kid Rock. You were arrested and jailed for fighting in a waffle house. Now, 
next time you and Paris Hilton party, you have something in common to talk about.
“More Than Words”  
Extreme
“P.Y.T. (Pretty Young Thing)” 
Michael Jackson
“I Am Healed”  
Donald Lawrence
“Crazy” 
Ne-Yo
“When I See You”  
Fantasia
playlist
Josephine 
Robinson
elementary 
education/family 
and consumer 
sciences
graduate student
The Verge: Which, among 
these songs, means the most 
to you?
Someone: Donald Lawrence’s 
“I Am Healed,” because it’s 
more of a religious song.  It has 
a lot of meaning on a spiritual 
level.
ROBBIE WROBELWSKI | ON THE VERGE
Jamie Cohoon of Charleston hold his guns, that he uses during his trail 
rides at Rockome Gardens Friday, Oct. 19. Cohoon is a part of a group 
that robs the Rockome train every night during the Rockome After Dark 
Halloween fest.
Rockome gets festive with 
corn mazes, caves, train rides
FAST FACTS: RoCkoMe 
AFTeR DARk
• When: 6 to 9 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday
• Where: 115 N County Road 
425E, Arcola 
• Web site: www.rockome.
com
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Stovepipe Grill &
Smokehouse
w w w. l i n co l n s p r i n g s r e s o r t. co m
Our Mouthwatering Full Menu & Regular Hours
Begin October 29th!
Special Preview BUFFET Oct. 25th to Oct. 28th!
Daily samples all our favorites including:
3 Miles East of Charleston on Rt 16
Preview Buffet Hours: Thursday - Saturday 4 p.m. to 9 p.m., Sunday 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Smoked Meats &
Poultry:
Rib Tips
Pulled Pork
Brisket
Chicken
Sides:
Big O’s Baked Beans
Mac & Cheese
Corn on the Cob
Soups &
Salads:
Cole Slaw
Potato Salad
Brunswick Stew
Desserts:
Bread Puddding
Cobblers
Crisps
Featuring Our “Finger  Lincoln Good” Sauces!
$14.9
9
Adult
s
$5.99Children
Ages 4 to 10
Friday, October 26
11:00-2:00 in the 
South Quad
Sponsored by:
Interfraternity Council, 
Panhellenic Council, the Health 
Education Resource Center, the 
University Police Department, and 
Delta Zeta.
Drunk Driving 
Disaster
...
$5 Pitchers
Plus
Italian Beef w/Fries $4.49
4 o’clock Club
Free Wings w/pitcher purchase
Saturday         Unoff ic ia l 
                            Hal loween Par t y 
Miller Lite Halloween Edition Bottle $2.00
Apple Cider Shots  $2.00
PRIZES FOR BEST COSTUMES!!
OPEN
 11AM
By Chris Gajda
Verge Reporter
Brotherly love would be the best way to 
describe The Dowry.  The band consists of 
two sets of brothers who share the same love 
for music as they do for eachother.  
Sean DiLeonardi and Phil Damery, 
members of The Dowry, met as roommates 
in college and both played music with their 
brothers.  
“For my brother and I, music was part 
of growing up. Jamming with each other 
and friends by way of traditional blues riffs 
and hymns was a part of everyday life,” 
DiLeonardi said. “For the Damerys, music 
was more familial and close to home. When 
Phil and I roomed together in college, these 
two worlds collided naturally as him and I 
began playing together.”
Since then, The Dowry has been together 
for three years. The band’s shared passion for 
music and combined unique styles make its 
genre difficult to categorize.
“I don’t know much about the genre of 
music that we play,” DiLeonardi said. “Other 
people have described it in ways better than I 
could have.”
The Dowry claim that what makes this 
band of brothers so unique is that they 
do not force their music. By combining 
the two different styles of both sets of the 
DiLeonardis and the Damerys, they create 
almost a hybrid genre.
“When the sloppy, indie/rock-laden 
riffs of my brother and I melded with the 
improvisational, homegrown licks of Phil 
and Jon (Damery), I guess you could say 
we didn’t have to make any decisions,” 
DiLeonardi said. “To a certain degree, the 
music just made itself.” 
The band loves playing and traveling 
together, but with two members still in 
college, one working full-time and one 
married, there is room for weekend gigs.
When the band members do get a chance 
to play a show, they do so in the Midwest, 
focusing on Chicago, but also travel to Iowa, 
Wisconsin and Indiana.
“Our tour last summer included 
Colorado, Nebraska and Kansas,” 
DiLeonardi said. “We do what we can, 
hoping that the future will allow for greater 
flexibility.”
During tours, they still get along great.
“We’re brothers, so we have to, right?” 
DiLeonardi said. “Being brothers means 
fighting is easy. (It’s) quick and painless, 
but most importantly, (there’s) no grudges 
or bitterness. There is a certain comfort in 
disagreeing with your brother, because you 
know you can just punch them and all will 
be forgiven and forgotten by tomorrow.”
The brothers of The Dowry do not have 
a specific goal as to where they want to be 
as a band. Right now, they are building the 
foundation for a career, but they are more 
concerned with being content.
“As doors open and close (and) as 
opportunities present themselves, we will 
go where we can with this project, knowing 
that if we could make a living off of playing 
music, we would do it,” DiLeonardi said. “If 
not, that’s ok; the music will still be there.”
With everyone in the band having other 
obligations, they make the most of what they 
can with the band.
“This is like signing on for a full-time 
job, but not getting as many hours as you 
wanted,” DiLeonardi said.
Being a professional performer is a trip 
for any artist, but The Dowry has a unique 
respect for the music industry.
“I believe that all humans are inherently 
overjoyed and encouraged by the act of 
creation in all forms,” DiLeonardi said, 
“For us, at this junction in our lives, music 
happens to be the greatest source of creative 
release, and it fulfills an integral part of the 
human experience.”
The Dowry also had a special message 
they wanted to spread to Eastern. 
“College goes quick; enjoy it now.  Don’t 
drink and drive.  Clowns are scary.  If you 
have any interest in coming to the show, 
there won’t be any clowns,” the band said.
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Brothers band together 
PHOTO COURTESY OF THE DOWRY
The Dowry will be performing 8 p.m. Saturday at Common Grounds located in Mattoon.
By Sarah Jean Bresnahan
Verge Reporter
“Bone Palace Ballet,” the latest album 
from Michigan band, Chiodos, is like 
theater for your ears.
The album, released Sept. 4 on Equal 
Vision Records, whisks the listener away 
to a magical place 
full of thundering 
mountains, haunted 
forests, pirate ships or 
some other visual that 
would make a small 
child cry out in fear or 
make a poet smile.
Produced by Casey 
Bates and mixed by David Bendeth, this 
album takes hardcore to another level.
The band captures its high-tension sound 
best on the song, “Bulls Make Money, Bears 
Make Money, Pigs Get Slaughtered,” with 
lyrics like, “Did my heart love until now?/
Cause I feel that I’ve never seen/beauty till 
this night/I’m forever, yeah, I’m forever 
yours.”
The lyrics compete with background 
screams and dual bass pedals. Bates has also 
produced albums for Fear Before the March 
of Flames and Gatsby’s American Dream, 
and Bendeth has previously mixed for The 
Red Jumpsuit Apparatus and Paramore.
“Bone Palace Ballet” kicks off with “Is 
It Progression If A Cannibal Uses A Fork.” 
The song uses a piano to mimic the blasting 
guitars and then brings in an orchestral 
sound that could rival My Chemical 
Romance.
The album also has a breakup song on 
it called, “A Letter From Janelle.” The song 
begins with a keyboard and lead vocals of 
Craigery Owens, which then competes 
with the background instruments, so the 
words, “It’s so easy to get lost in constantly 
having to present/whatever face you believe 
a person wants to see rather than your own,” 
can be heard.
The band seems to realize its potential 
in the song, “I Didn’t Say I Was Powerful, 
I Said I Was A Wizard,” by Owens singing: 
“Attention, all of my worst critics/Who were 
once the best of friends/You’re all just crows 
on the power lines.” 
Here, it seems like Owens is giving 
the verbal finger to anyone who has ever 
told him that he would never make it as a 
musician.
The album closes with the song, 
“The Undertaker’s Thirst For Revenge Is 
Unquenchable (The Final Battle).” It sounds 
like an audio storm, starting with lightning 
coming off the mix of a snare drum and 
guitars turned up to 11. 
Owens lets his voice go into a scream, 
and automatically, a bloody battlefield is 
visualized. 
The drums seem to take on the persona 
of mortar shells, and the sky it lit with fire 
and chaos.
Chiodos has been featured in Blender, 
Spin, The New York Times and Billboard 
magazines. The band, which headlined the 
2007 Vans Warped Tour, is currently on 
tour with Emery, Scary Kids Scaring Kids 
and The Devil Wears Prada. The band will 
be in Sauget on Saturday and Chicago on 
Sunday. 
“Bone Palace Ballet” proves to be an 
audio representation of everything going on 
in the world, brought into consciousness 
using more than just words. The over-the-
top sound might be too much for other 
bands to handle, but Chiodos presents it 
beautifully.
They’re the type of band that will kick 
you in the gut and then pick you up and 
dust you of, just to knock you over again.
Chiodos gut 
punches its
listeners
By Adam Tedder
Sports Editor
Horror films today are primarily aimed at grossing their audience 
out, rather than scaring them. With examples like “Saw” and 
“Hostel,” “30 Days of Night” follows up with some disturbing 
images and graphic death scenes.
But David Slade’s latest film does something few horror films 
have done lately, and even less have done well 
– harnessed the creepiness.
Slade, best known for “Hard Candy,” takes 
Steve Niles’ graphic novel and adapts it to the 
big screen for what offers a creepy atmosphere, 
grotesque villains and a passable plot.
Actors Josh Hartnett (“The Black Dahlia”), 
Melissa George (“Derailed”), Danny Huston 
(“The Number 23”) and Ben Foster (“X-Men: 
The Last Stand”) make up an odd cast. The plot 
was basic.
The residents of Barrow, Ala. have 30 days of darkness every 
year, and while the population of the town is getting ready, 
strange occurrences begin to happen. It turns out vampires from a 
mysterious (and unexplained) background arrive for a feast. All hope 
rests on the shoulders of the few who can survive the first several 
days, including Eben Oleson (Hartnett) and his estranged wife Stella 
(George), along with some others to save the town.
Hartnett and George’s performances work for only one reason: 
their relationship is on the rocks and the cold chemistry between 
the two fits well. Foster has the most notable performances in the 
movie as the weird, out of place “stranger.” His back-story is never 
developed, but he knows the vampires are coming and he is both 
struck with fear and in love with the idea.
There are some violent killing scenes, but one death in specific 
rates above the rest and is imprinted on my memory. I don’t want to 
ruin it, but think about the “America History X” curb scene. It’s a 
disturbing scene, but for the genre, it’s a plus.
Some of the best aspects of this film are the camera angles used. 
The overhead shots of the carnage vampires inflict on 
locals appears as news coverage, like something you’d see on TV.
Also, the vampires are shown throughout the film on rooftops 
or running by quickly. There seems to be some homage to horror 
legend, John Carpenter, with the ways a villain is shown in the 
frame, but is not in focus.
The makeup crew for this movie should also be acknowledged, as 
the vampires in the film have their own fresh, new look. There is no 
Dracula-esqe sex appeal with these vampires, who sport the blood 
of their victims all over themselves. A large portion of that can be 
attributed to the fact that the designs of the vampires were taken 
directly from the graphic novel. There were few changes made to 
have them reflect their comic book counterparts.
Alas, the movie has some goofy mistakes. Though there are 30 
days of night from noon to 4 p.m., there is some sunlight. Night is 
not pitch-black, like the movie portrays. There is no real explanation 
of where the vampires come from, though the graphic novel offered 
an idea to their background. This is one the rare cases where you 
have to ask why you bothered asking in the first place. There is a 
bunch of evil blood-sucking vampires that want to kill an entire 
community because they, like all other vampires, live off blood.
Shallow? Yes. Does it ruin the movie? No.
Vampires are popular enough that we can accept this if we’ve 
already bought the movie ticket. And as much as I love a coherent, 
well-developed story, I’m never going to believe whatever crazy 
reason there is as to why a gang of vampires is chilling (no pun 
intended) in Alaska. The movie simply accomplishes its main 
objectives. It’s a good scary flick that may be shallow at the end, but 
it’s entertaining, and for Halloween, it fits the bill.
‘30 Days’ draws new blood to vampire genre
‘30 DAyS of NiGhT’
• Director: David Slade
• Starring: Josh Hartnett, Melissa George
• MPAA Rating: R
hotspots
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By Stacy Smith
Senior Verge Reporter
Sarah Miller remembers going 
to Spring Haven Park as a child 
and playing games, using the pool 
and miniature golfing.
After closing for several years, 
Spring Haven Park was bought 
out and renamed Lincoln Springs 
Resort.
As an adult, Miller continues to 
go almost every day, but this time, 
she works as the marketing and 
public relations coordinator.
“I used to come when I was 
little; it’s good to be back involved 
with it now,” she said. “We have 
a small staff, so I help out with a 
little bit of everything.”
Lincoln Springs Resort plans to 
close the most popular attraction, 
the Halloween-decorated outdoor 
18-hole miniature golf course at 
the end of October, but it will stay 
open if people still want to play 
and the weather is nice, Miller said.
“It’s more difficult from the 
other ones around because we 
incorporate the agriculture with the 
course like water features and rock 
formations,” she said.
The Stovepipe Grill and 
Smokehouse restaurant opened 
yesterday, offering a variety of 
barbecued foods, including smoked 
ribs, pulled pork, brisket, chicken 
and more.
“A lot of people are excited 
about the restaurant opening,” 
Miller said. “It’s the only one 
around that serves barbecued foods 
like these.”
Lincoln Springs Resort is also 
known for having the world’s 
largest Abraham Lincoln statue, 
which will be the focal point of 
Abe’s Garden and the Lincoln 
Visitors’ Center.
The statue was created in 1978 
with 10 tons of steel/fiberglass, and 
with many touching up operations, 
the statue remains near the resort.
“Coles County has a long 
history with Lincoln, so we wanted 
another historic aspect,” Miller 
said.
Double decker bus and trolley 
tours, a computer game center, 
hayrides and peacocks are currently 
part of the resort, however, new 
attractions will be available next 
summer around May.
Those attractions include, 
primitive campgrounds, furnished 
cabins, a swimming pool, two 
water slides, a bumper boat pond, 
go karts, lake activities, fishing and 
more.
“Once we have obtained the 
necessary permits from the Illinois 
Department of Health, we will 
begin work on the campgrounds 
and cabins, as well as the water 
attractions,” said David Kirsch, 
chief operations officer of Lincoln 
Springs Resort. 
“With the variety of activities, 
everyone should find an activity 
that is of interest to him or her. 
Each added venue will give you 
one more reason to come to L.S.R., 
one more reason to stay longer 
and one more reason to share your 
experience with your family, friends 
and colleagues,” Kirsch said.
Once the new attractions are 
completed, the resort will stay open 
yearlong, offering events, concerts, 
competitions and more for the 
public.
“Our vision is to develop 
a recreational resource which 
will attract visitors from around 
the nation and around the 
world as well as benefit our area 
communities,” Kirsch said. “The 
resort will provide an additional 
reason for visitors to local Lincoln 
historical sites to extend their stay.”
Jaimie Duvall, recreation 
attendant, started working at 
Lincoln Springs Resort when it 
opened last May.
She mainly works in the office 
getting customers set up for using 
the activities.
Duvall said she enjoys her job 
because of the friendly atmosphere 
and is always learning something 
new about the activities.
“It’s cool to be a part of 
something that’s brand new,” 
she said. “We have a lot of new 
attractions coming, and we get to 
learn about something different all 
the time.”
Although Duvall said customers 
have only made positive comments 
about the course, the resort’s 
location in Ashmore is of some 
concern. 
“It can sometimes be difficult to 
find the place, especially when it’s 
dark,” she said.
Cassie Eischeid, Lincoln 
Springs’ recreation attendant, 
found out about the resort when a 
friend helped her get a job there.
“I really enjoy it here,” said 
Eischeid. “The people are nice and 
the people who work here are really 
nice.”
Eischeid said she works on the 
weekends as the hayride tour guide, 
informing people about Lincoln 
Springs Resort’s property and the 
upcoming activities.
“As soon as all of the attractions 
are in, we’ll have a lot to offer,” she 
said. “We’re completely different 
and there’s nothing else around 
that could compare.”
Eischeid said getting the new 
attractions set up and in order is 
sometimes difficult.
“There’s so many ideas of what 
we can do, but it really sizes down 
to what we need vs. what we want,” 
she said.
Another change at Lincoln 
Springs Resort is an expansion of 
staff.
“One recreation attendant isn’t 
really going to work when all the 
new stuff comes in,” Eischeid said. 
“It takes a person who has a good 
attitude and good people skills to 
work here. My motto is, ‘I leave 
my problems at the door,’ because 
nobody else around here knows 
what is going on in your world and 
they don’t need to know.”
FaSt FactS: LincoLn 
SpringS reSort
• When: Open Sunday 
through Thursday from 
noon to 10 p.m. and Friday 
and Saturday from noon to 
midnight 
• Where: Three miles east 
of Charleston on Rt. 16 in 
Ashmore
• Hayrides: The hour-long, 
hayride takes you around the 
resort. Operation hours are 
Fridays from 5 to 9 p.m. and 
Saturdays from 1 to 9 p.m. 
The cost is $6 for adults and 
$4 for children under 12 years 
old
• Haunted history trolley 
tours: The tour lasts about 
90 minutes and goes to 
different locations around the 
county like haunted bridges, 
cemeteries, Pemberton 
Hall and Ashmore Estates. 
Operation hours are Fridays 
and Saturdays at 7 and 9 p.m. 
(24 advanced reservations 
required). Cost is $15 for 
adults and $8 for children 
under 12 years old
• pumpkin carving and 
costume contests: Saturday 
at 2 p.m. 
• Web site: www.
lincolnspringsresort.com
• contact: (217) 345-3424
resort adds Halloween activities
Lincoln Springs Resort 
brings  haunted rides, 
costumes, pumpkin 
carving contests
ROBBIE WROBLEWSKI | ON THE VERGE
Lincoln Springs Resort opened a miniature golf course in May and are making many more improvements 
throughout the next year. The minature golf course is one of the Halloween attractions the resort is offering 
for the October holiday.
“The costumed children will parade around the McAfee Auditorium 
during the middle of the concert while the symphony performs,” Crews 
said. “There will be lots of candy for all the kids in attendance.”
Sharon Walker, Symphony Orchestra’s principle flutist, says that 
her favorite part of the concert is when the kids walk around in their 
costumes. 
Walker believes that the kids should be able to have fun and learn 
about the music at the same time.
“My favorite part of the concert is when the kids get to march around 
and show off their costumes. It’s a great way to have them participate,” 
Walker said. “This concert is generated towards families of all ages, and I 
think it’s important for the kids to learn about music and have fun at the 
same time.”
» concert
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» Laramie
f R o m  pa g e  1 B
“What you have to keep in mind is that when someone is standing up talking to the audience, they are 
answering questions for interviewers, those of which you aren’t hearing,” Broeker said. “The majority of the show 
consists of these personal moments with the audience rather than dialogue; however, there are a few scenes that 
have the company members interviewing and speaking with the members of the town.”
The Tectonic Theater Project in Wyoming, along with Kaufman, conducted over 200 interviews with people 
directly connected to the case, as well as members of the Laramie community. The layout of the play is the 
responses that these interviewed people had when the company was investigating the murder.
The play was also made into a movie in 2002 with the same title.  Several well-known actors were involved 
in the film, including Laura Linney, Joshua Jackson, Christina Ricci and Jeanine Garofalo. The film was written 
and directed by Kaufman and premiered on HBO.
“People would like to think that things like this don’t happen in small towns, but the truth is, that they 
do, and I think in that respect, the community of Charleston can relate,” Broeker said. “I think this is a very 
powerful and moving show for anyone and could really leave a mark on the heart of those who come to see it.”
